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A STUDY OF ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN LOW MACH NUMBER FLOW 
WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INTERPRETATION 
AND MEASUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
by
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2SUMMARY
In the pages that follow I have attempted to give a systematic 
description of some findings made during my investigation into the 
acoustic equations in flows at low Mach number. The practical justifi­
cation for this study is the need to understand how noise produced by 
aircraft at take off or landing propagates from sources, such as the 
engines, to people living around airports.
We first construct a method for deriving a single acoustic equation 
which is correct to any desired order in the Mach number of the flow 
around the aircraft. Then we discuss the difficulties which exist when 
we try to express the acoustic pressure, for example, as a power series 
in the Mach number at high frequencies. We illustrate the problems 
involved by a detailed analysis of scattering by a region of fluid in 
solid body rotation.
We go on to show how these difficulties can be circumvented in the 
case of potential flow by the application of a novel transformation.
The considerable simplification achieved by the transformation enables a 
straightforward connection to be made between the acoustic field with 
flow to that without flow. This result leads me to question the 
generally accepted use of emission time coordinates for describing air­
craft noise measurements. I argue strongly that such coordinates far 
from clarifying the effect of flow on aircraft noise will in fact make 
it harder to interpret the changes brought about by the aircraft's flow 
field. My final conclusion is that emission time coordinates should be 
replaced by coordinates fixed in the aircraft body for the presentation 
of noise data.
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4Aircraft noise is becoming increasingly important as an area of 
research. The economic penalties for building and operating noisy air­
craft are getting bigger as time goes by. The imposition of tougher 
noise regulations means that a given aircraft type which is perfectly 
acceptable to the legislators today might be grounded tomorrow never to 
fly again. Even if a particular aircraft has its noise certificate it 
may be subject to higher landing charges since the principle of relating 
such charges to the noise level an aircraft generates is now firmly 
established at several airports throughout the world. Hence there are 
strong financial incentives, apart from any higher motives they may have, 
for aircraft manufacturers to investigate ways of reducing the noise 
nuisance their products create.
Theoretically the construction of an aircraft noise field divides 
naturally into three parts: generation, propagation and scattering. 
Mathematically it is convenient to begin with the middle part. Noise 
propagation is governed by the so called acoustic equations which derive 
from a set of more complicated equations assumed to determine possible 
fluid mechanical states. The fundamental assumption made in the deriva­
tion is that the complete solution to the fluid mechanical equations can 
be regarded as the sum of a simpler exact solution, the basic state, and 
a perturbation to that solution, the acoustic disturbance representing 
the noise.
The perturbation has to be generated in some way. The major sources 
of noise created by flying aircraft are aerodynamic in nature, and a 
large body of theory has been built up connecting particular properties 
of a flow, e g turbulence in a jet shear layer, with noise generation, 
ever since Lighthill first introduced his acoustic analogy approach way 
back in 1952. I have chosen for simplicity to ignore the results of this 
theory, and the processes which generate noise will be represented in the 
acoustic equations by source terms of a known character suitable to the 
problem currently under analysis.
I have also chosen to ignore effects due to viscosity and non­
linear propagation, strangely enough another research topic which has 
received some attention from Lighthill. Such effects, where modern
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5aircraft are concerned, only become important when propagation takes 
place over large distances, and their rejection helps to define more 
closely the underlying purpose of the present study. That is to increase 
understanding of the changes brought about to an aircraft noise field 
solely by the flow in the vicinity of the aircraft when it is flying.
Having described generation and propagation we complete the 
picture with scattering. Scattering arises when there arc surfaces of 
discontinuity in the basic flow such as the aircraft body or a vortex 
sheet which is often used to represent vorticity shed from a lifting 
wing. Generally an extra disturbance, for which the source terms cannot 
be held directly responsible, appears in the noise field due to the 
imposition on such surfaces of boundary conditions designed to satisfy 
some physical requirement like no flow into a solid body. These condi­
tions will be derived or assumed as appropriate at various points in the 
text.
The general problem I wish to tackle then is the solution of the 
acoustic equations with a given basic flow, source and set of boundary 
conditions. Even in comparatively simple basic flows the acoustic 
equations are complicated enough to make the development of approximate 
methods of solution highly desirable. The commonest approximation 
employed is that corresponding to geometrical acoustics also known as 
ray theory. Section 7 of Ref 1 contains a full description of the method 
which has inbuilt the fundamental assumption that changes in the basic 
flow take place over large intervals of time and distance compared to 
the acoustic period and wavelength respectively. As the chapter heading 
above section 7 implies, ray theory is apposite to the study of sound 
propagation in the atmosphere and underwater where these conditions are 
largely fulfilled. However the flow around an aircraft will contain 
regions of high shear, notably in the trailing vortex system shed by the 
wing, and it is to be expected that ray theory will not be applicable at 
the lower frequencies of interest to aircraft manufacturers. For 
example, aircraft noise measurements are normally made at frequencies 
down to 50 Hz which implies a maximum wavelength of approximately 22 ft, 
a length not untypical for a civil airliner’s wing chord! Clearly some 
other method of solution must be found in such circumstances.
If we are willing to restrict our investigation to the noise 
created by aircraft about the time they take off or land, an important 
source of annoyance to people living near airports, then we'could assume
6that the Mach number of the flow past the aircraft is small compared to 
one. After all this approximation works well in designing the wing 
sections under such conditions. The stage has now been reached where 
I can start to expound the findings which form the contents of this 
thesis. I will show that the low Mach number approximation is by no 
means as simple to apply as appears at first sight. However we will 
find that in the case of potential flow, at least, an elegant expression 
of the noise field with flow, in terms of that without flow, is possible, 
a result which leads us eventually to question the usual way of present­
ing the results from wind-tunnel and low-speed flight tests. But let us 
begin by repeating some well established theory, the derivation of the 
acoustic equations.
7THE EQUATION GOVERNING ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN STEADY HOMENTROPIC FLOW
AT LOW MACH NUMBER
2.1 Derivation of the acoustic equations in steady homentropic flow
These equations have been derived many times before, but I include 
the derivation here for the sake of completeness. All good things in 
fluid mechanics start with the following equations:
CHAPTER 2
M L + divR'3' = 0 (equation of con- (2.1.0dt servation of mass)
R'^&- + , v5’) = “ VP' + • q (equation of motion); (2.1.2)
\ 9Q! (from equation of
-r—- + Q1 . VS1) = A! . • X- -  div H T conservation of ; (2.1.3) 9t / 11 9x. s
'  J energy)
* = P1 (Rf , S’) (equation of state). (2.1.4)
R’ is the mass density, the velocity, P1 the pressure, Afe the
deviatoric stress tensor, T* the temperature, S' the specific
—to. m m -)■ 9 * #entropy, H the heat flux vector, t is the time and x the position 
vector.
The state of the fluid at any point in space and time is 
characterised by the vector (R', <^ T, P’, S'). In interpreting the
problems of aircraft noise considered in this thesis we assume that a
given fluid state can be split into two parts. The first part (R, Q,
P, S), known hereafter as the basic state, satisfies equations (2.1.1) 
to (2.1.4) separately. The second (p, q, p, s), defined as the acoustic 
disturbance, represents the noise. It is a linear perturbation of the 
basic state and is assumed to be unaffected by the viscous terms con- 
taining Afe or the heat flow term div H’ . As a consequence of the 
latter property it is sufficient, as far as determining the way in which 
the noise propagates is concerned, to evaluate the basic state ignoring 
viscous and heat flow effects. Thus the equations governing the basic 
state are
8f  + R div J = 0 (2.1.5)
Dt
VP
R (2.1.0)
DS
Dt = 0 (2.1.7)
and
P = P(R, S) (2.1.8)
where D/Dt is the material derivative (9/3t) + Q . V .
The acoustic equations can now be simply obtained by making the 
substitution (R, (^, P, S) •> (R + p, (feq, P + p» S + s) in (2.1.5) to
(2.1.8), subtracting the unperturbed equations and then ignoring terms of 
second order in the acoustic disturbance. These operations result in the 
following:
—  + q . VR + p div ($ + R div q = 0 ; (2.1.9)
Vp pVP
X I?
(2.1.10)
Ds •+^  + q . VS = 0 (2.1.11)
3P 9P 
P = 3R P + 3S 5 ' <2->-12>
These equations are equivalent to equations (1.70) to (1.73) of Ref 1 
after due account has been taken of differences in notation.
Equation (2.1.7) has the particular solution S is constant 
which implies that the basic state is homentropic. Most practical flows 
at low Mach number are very nearly homentropic and we will restrict our 
attention to these. We can further simplify the basic state by assuming 
it to be steady. Then, using equation (2.1.8), equations (2.1.5) and 
(2.1.6) become
9$.V$ = , (2.1.14)
Q . VR + R div Q = 0 (2.1.13)
and
xtfhere the speed of sound C is defined by /9P/3R . If S is constant
then equation (2.1.11) shows that s is constant for each fluid particle
and is thus independent of the acoustic disturbance. This is clearly 
contradictory unless s is zero everywhere. Then from equation (2.1.12)
p = C2p . (2.1.15)
Hence, using equation (2.1.5) to eliminate div and then (2.1.15) to 
eliminate p , we obtain from (2.1.9) and (2.1.10),
^  | + div q = - q . ~  (2.1.16)
and
+ v - - q . . (2.1.17)
These equations form the basis for our study of acoustic propagation in 
steady homentropic flow at low Mach number.
2.2 Application of the low Mach number approximation
Before approximating the acoustic equations xffien the Mach number is 
small compared to 1, we must partially non-dimensionalise them in order 
to assess the relative magnitudes of the terms they contain. To this 
purpose we define a characteristic speed Qn and a characteristic speed 
of sound Cq so that Q = Qq ’ G “ G0G and tbe numEer M E Qq/C q .
These characteristic quantities might for example be the values of 
| <51 and C at infinity in an unbounded flow. Using these definitions 
in equation (2.1.14) we can show that
VR 2 F . VF™  ~ M L ~  (2.2.1)
10
and hence from equation (2.1.13) that
■4* 4*2*4- f . VFdiv F = M F . f e i  . (2.2.2)
G
The latter equation expresses the familiar result that the velocity
2vector is solenoidal in a steady flow if terms of 0(M ) are ignored. 
(Compare with page 168 of Ref 2.)
Turning to the acoustic equations, we obtain from equation (2.1.16)
^C~Tt + ^  ' V) "IT + div ^ = M2q . F feVF . (2.2.3)
In the case of equation (2.1.17) we additionally invoke the vector 
identity
*4* y ■ T y. ^V(u . v) = v . Vu + u . Vv + v x curl u + u x curl v , (2.2.4)
given by formula (19) on page 9 of Ref 3, to get
+ A ”
co3t
/ C G p  \ ^ ^
f— ___ + MF . qJ - M(q x curl F + F x curl q) . (2.2.5)
This last equation strongly suggests the use of another acoustic variable 
instead of p , that is cj) defined by
9(f) _ /C0G p -AC-jTE = - ( ^ + MF . q) . (2.2.6)
If we also adopt a new time-like variable x = C^t then equation (2.2.5) 
can be written very much more neatly as
|a - V |i = ML? , (2.2.7)
where L = F x  curl - (curl F ) x  .
The elimination of p from equation (2.2.3) gives, after multiplication
by g2 ,
11
3 ^~  + MF . V - M
- I G2div - M? . j -  - M2{(? . V)F . + (F . VF) .}
+ M F VG = 0 (2.2.8)
A necessary step before applying the low Mach number approximation
2is to determine the order of VG . The definition of the speed of sound 
and equation (2.1.8) show that G is a function of the two thermodynamic 
variables R and S . Using (2.1.8) S can be eliminated so that we 
can write
G2 = G2(P, R) . (2.2.9)
Hence,
which, using
VG2 = -^ 4- yp + VR3P 3R
VP = C2VR
and (2.2.1), implies
. (2.2.10)
The quantity in brackets is 0(1) for the important special case of a 
perfect gas with constant specific heats described on page 45 of Ref 2. 
For then
2 IiR (2.2.11)
where y is the ratio of the principal specific heats, and thus
RC2 i ±  + i  = v - , (, ,0 9P 2 9R T * -^----“G
This example indicates that in general we can replace the term
F . VG2 
G2
9which occurs twice m  equation (2.2.8), by - M°H , where
H i - l RCo i + ■ (2-2-13>G ! G
to obtain
A  + mJ . v + m 3hJ |i
- t
G°div - MF . 8 M2 {(F . V)f . + (F . VF) . |9t
4 ■+M HF . = 0 . (2.2.14)
We can now derive an equation for <f> alone to any desired order 
in M . We first prove that
n+l+. n+l-m. .. ,,
-— -3- = ) m”1L!I1V -— — — ± + Mn L q . (2.2.15)
3 T n + 1  L ,m=u
n = 0 , equation (2.2.7) is recovered. In addition, if equation 
.2.15) is differentiated with respect to x , then
which, using (2.2.7),can be rearranged to give
xi+1
„n+2 -> t —a n+ 2 -m _
i— 3- = V  r f V v  1--- rtt + M 1, q
3-r U  3T n + 2 _ m
m= 0
Hence (2.2.15) is true for n = 0 and its truth for n implies its
truth for n + 1 . Thus by the principle of finite induction it is
true for all non-negative integers.
Let us suppose we require the equation for <{> correct to 0(Mn) .
Equation (2.2.15) expresses (3n+*q/3xn* *) in terms of tp with an
| • • • • error of 0(M ) . Hence we can obtain the desired single equation for
cf) by differentiating (2.2.14) n + 1 times with respect to x and
then eliminating q . If n 5s 4 , this process results in
+ Iff . V + M3h|3,4 3n+1
3T n + I
xi—1 , ,,n-m _ ^n+l-m
MmG2div LmV — ---  + V  m"1*1? . LmV
3T11”111 Lt“ " aTn+1 -mm=0
n-2
+ V  Mra+21(F . V)F . + (F . VF) .} LmV Y N -
L  3Tn mm=0
n-4 ,n-m
+ Y  . LmV ■ 8 ■ L = 0(Mn+1) .
L  3 r n  m I— A tm=0
(2.2.16)
An important special case is that of n = 1 . Equation (2.2.10)
2shows that G is constant to 0(M) and so we can choose Cq s o  that
14
G = 1 . Then, after some manipulation using the definition of L and 
the vector identity
, 4 4. *4- -4- 4 4div(u x v) = v . curl u - u . curl v
given by formula (17) on page 9 of Ref 3, we obtain
-  V2^ -— + M^ 2F + cur! cu ri ? ) . vf<j> = 0(M2) . (2 .2 .17)
(Note that, as one would expect, if we go a step further and retain only 
the 0(1) term, we end up with the ordinary wave equation
which governs acoustic propagation in a stationary homogeneous medium.) 
The description to 0(M) is completed by adding the condition on the 
basic state,
div F = 0(M2) , (2.2.18)
which follows from equation (2.2.2).
Before leaving this section it is fair to mention that the way 
adopted here for finding a suitable acoustic equation contains elements 
of two approaches described elsewhere. First, in a homentropic flow,
- (8<j)/3T) is in fact the acoustic part of the specific stagnation 
enthalpy B defined by equation (4.3) of Ref 4. Howe's analysis clearly 
shows that this is the most convenient variable to use in the kind of 
problems he wishes to solve which, as in the present case, are at low 
Mach number. Secondly - <f> is identical to the quasipotential ip 
introduced by equation (1.81) in Ref 1 to account for the first order 
effect of vorticity on acoustic propagation. The novelty of the present 
section is the extension of both ideas so as to obtain, in a straight­
forward manner, an acoustic equation which is correct to any desired 
power of M .
15
2.3 What plane waves in a uniform stream can teach us about acoustic 
propagation in low Mach number flow
Having derived an acoustic equation to the required order in M we
need to devise ways of solving it. The most obvious approach suggested
by the form of equation (2.2.16) is to develop an asymptotic power series
in M for d> Thus we write
n
A M ” + 0(Mn*1) (2.3.1)m
m=0
which, when substituted into (2.2.16) and powers of M have been equated 
to zero, leads to a set of inhomogeneous wave equations, a typical 
member being
/ 2 \
b ’ ’ 7 - V ’o W  • (2-3-2)
As implied, <R is a function of the n coefficients of the power 
series previous to <j>n , but is independent of M . For example when 
n = 1 , (2.3.1) becomes
A = Aq + MAj + 0(M2) , (2.3.3)
whilst from (2.2.17)
( £ - ’ %  ■ °
and
(fi ~ H  T T  = ”  (2? ~~2 + curl curl ?)  • %  •
Although the procedure we have just described is formally correct, 
the resulting series may be invalid in certain circumstances. A good
example of such a breakdown in validity occurs in the simplest example of
acoustic propagation in a non-stationary medium, that of constant 
frequency plane waves propagating in the direction of a uniform stream.
(2.3.4)
(2.3.5)
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We take rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) so that the x-axis 
is aligned with the uniform stream. Then I*" = (1,0,0) and
>Q = eika-x> (2.3.6)
which is the solution of equation (2.3.4) representing plane waves 
propagating in the positive x-direction. Substituting these forms into
(2.3.5) gives
(tt " y2) T T  = “ 2ik3elk(T“x) (2.3.7)
which has the required plane wave solution
fe « (ilex + Aj )elk T^""x  ^ s (2.3.8)
where is an arbitrary constant. There are insufficient conditions
to determine Aj , but this objection pales into insignificance when 
compared to the behaviour of fe at x = ±°° . For any asymptotic series 
to be valid we must at least require that the ratio of successive terms 
is at most 0(1) . Clearly this is not true here, where the ratio
Mfe
—r—  = M ( ilex + A, )1
can be made as large as we please, by taking kx big enough. Thus the 
asymptotic power series in M is only valid in a finite region around 
the origin.
The particular difficulty described in the last paragraph always 
arises when there is a uniform stream at infinity, essentially because 
the right hand side of equation (2.3.5), which can be thought of as a 
source term, does not tend to zero fast enough at large distances. (The 
consequences of this behaviour are catastrophic in the case of our plane 
wave example where equation (2.3.7) for fe has no sensible solution 
corresponding to that normally obtained by convolving the source term 
with the appropriate Green's function which, for a constant frequency 
problem in one space dimension, is
17
i -ik[x-x1£ 
21c
If we attempt to carry out the convolution we obtain
CO
0tpl , 2  ikx f -ilex' -ilclx-x'lj ,-r—  = - lc e / e e 1 'dx'J
that is
which, since neither integral converges, has no obvious interpretation 
in terms of anything remotely physical!) Fortunately this problem can be 
resolved straightforwardly by a process which amounts to a simple case 
of matching. To begin with, we know that, as n? + y2 + z 00 , 
cf> must behave like <j> , a solution of the convected wave equationcL
- H + a  “ 0 (2‘3'9)
which exactly governs acoustic propagation in uniform flow. It can be 
shown by straightforward substitution that any transformation of the type
X = x cosh E, + x(sinh £ - M cosh E,) ,
T = x sinh E, + x(cosh £ - M sinh E.) ,
reduces equation (2.3.9) to the ordinary wave equation
,2
/ - i i  -  v2)
U 2 y
- v u ,  -  o
2 2 2 2 3 3 3where Vx = -4-^ . + — j + — j and <j>w(X,y, z ,T) = <f>a(x,y,z,x) .
3X 3y 3z
Since we eventually wish to match a solution of (2.3.9) to a solution
18
which is valid in a fixed neighbourhood of space which, for example, is 
around the origin in the case of (2.3.8), it seems sensible to map this 
stationary region onto a part of the transformed space which is ilulepeiulenL 
of the timeLiko variable T . Accordingly wc put C - tanh s o  that
X =    and T = ---Mx.. + x/l - M2 , (2.3.10)
/1 — M2 /l - M2
and hence
/ = ~ = = -  , y ,  z , - f e 1? —-.,, +  x / i - f e
w\/I - M2 /l - M2
Thus we have found that
x Mx f $2\ / 2 2 2- --  + x/l - M ) as /x + y + z(j, ~  <p = - =  , y ,  Z ,  / l } x  -> «> ,
\ / l  -  M2 / l  -  M
(2.3.11)
where <j>w is a solution of the ordinary wave equation. If x is small 
enough this function can be expanded in powers of M to give
’ y’ z’ f t f t ? + = il + m ^ + 0(m2)K (x’ y>z>T)
(2.3.12)
Matching this expansion with (2.3.3) we find
<j> (x, y, z, x) = cj) w o
and hence
3(|>0 2 ^  x  — —  a s  / x  +  y  +  z  -+ oo . ( 2 . 3 . 1 3 )ox
It appears then that nothing could be more natural than that Mfe / fe 
should be unbounded at infinity if a uniform stream is present there!
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The above explanation is probably made clearer by applying it to the 
example we considered near the beginning of this section of constant 
frequency plane waves propagating in the direction of a uniform stream. 
Here, because the basic flow is uniform at all points in space, A willcL
be the solution which holds everywhere and riot just at infinity. Hence 
one solution to the problem is
* « eik(t-(x/l+M)) (2.3.14)
which satisfies equation (2.3.9) exactly. Expanding this in powers of M 
we obtain
<f> = ]l + ilcMx + 0(M2)}elk<’T"X  ^ (2.3.15)
which compares with (2.3.12), and can be seen to agree with the values of 
Aq and cf>j given by (2.3.6) and (2.3.8) provided Aj = 0 . Because the 
basic flow is so simple in this case, we can turn an expansion (2.3.15), 
which is only valid near the origin, into a form (2.3.14), valid through­
out all space. In general we may not be able to achieve such elegance in 
the form of cf> , but in Chapter 4 we will show that it is possible to 
0(M) in the case of potential flow, through the existence of a trans­
formation which is really an extension of (2.3.10).
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CHAPTER 3
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING BY A REGION OF FLUID IN SOL.1D BODY ROTATION
3. i Why analyse this problem?
With the problem described in this Chapter we return to the author's 
original reason for studying the acoustic equations at low Mach number, 
that is the need to describe vortex refraction theoretically. It has been 
shown in many experiments (see Ref 5 for example) that the trailing vortex 
system shed by the wings of an aircraft strongly affects the way noise 
propagates away from the engines. This effect can be highly beneficial in 
reducing the noise nuisance created by aircraft particularly at take-off 
and landing. By studying vortex refraction both experimentally and 
theoretically it was hoped to develop criteria which would enable quieter 
aircraft to be designed in the future.
The complexity of the acoustic equations in even a simple represen­
tation of vortex flow makes approximation almost inevitable. The first 
approach considered was ray theory whose application to this type of 
problem is well described in Ref 6. As explained in Chapter 1, ray theory 
assumes that the distance over which the basic flow field varies signifi­
cantly is large compared to an acoustic wavelength. Unfortunately there 
is good reason to believe that this condition will be violated in the 
core of a vortex where there are high rates of shear. Thus it was 
decided to investigate the approximation which is the subject of section 5 
of the present Chapter. It was expected that the Mach number of the flow 
around an aircraft at take-off or landing would be small enough for an 
adequate prediction of the effect of vortex refraction on acoustic 
pressure to be made using the first two terms of an asymptotic power 
series in M similar to (2.3.3).
There were already strong indications, however, that such a solution 
would not be valid at high frequencies and so I decided to investigate the 
limits of validity of the asymptotic power series approach by applying it 
to mathematically the simplest vortex flow, namely a region of fluid in 
solid body rotation surrounded by fluid which is stagnant. Such an 
abrupt return to stagnant conditions, as that implied at the edge of the 
rotating fluid, makes this flow physically unrealistic, but the acoustic 
equations are simple enough for a uniformly valid solution at low Mach 
number to be constructed with which to compare other approximate 
solutions.
2!
As indicated in the last section, we have to be more critical of the
3.2 Derivation of the acoustic equations in a vortex
obtained, if we want that solution to be valid at high frequencies. For 
this reason it is prudent to return to a point in the argument of 
section 2.2 before the low Mach number approximation was made. Since the 
use of <j> offers no advantage in the way the analysis will be pursued in 
this chapter, I have chosen to feature the acoustic pressure p because 
of its experimental significance as the quantity actually detected by a 
microphone diaphragm.
The essential features of a vortex are that it has a line of 
symmetry, the z-axis say, relative to which cylindrical polar coordinates 
r, 0, z can be constructed, where x - r cos 0 and y = r sin 0 , so
that the velocity is predominantly in the azimuthal or 0 increasing
direction, and the basic state varies significantly only with distance 
from the axis. Assuming that these features are the most important
acoustically implies that we should give F and G the special forms
The acoustic equations in such a flow are obtained from (2.2.3) and
(2.2.5) after t has been replaced by x , and p by p using relation 
(2.1.15). They are
way in which the low Mach number solution of the acoustic equations is
If = (0, F(r), 0) and G = G(r) (3.2.1)
n 2 F D J + r  —  C u  + G2 (r 9r + r90 + 9z
j ^ C q11 8C0^ ' 0 (3.2.2)R r 0
(3.2.3)
0 (3.2.4)
and
9 £ 0 (3.2.5)
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where D = (3/3x) + M(F/r)(3/30) and q = (u,v,w) . We can easily 
eliminate v and w from (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), by using (3.2.4) and
(3.2.5), leaving two equations which conveniently describe acoustic 
propagation in steady homentropic vortex flow,
,2 Jll 92 . 32\1 p , j.2,,/ 9 , l\ G2 drFD - G l   + —  H -  + < G DI—  + — ) - M2^q2 2/( R 1 rj r dr rOOr 30 3z
2 F2 I+ M D>Cqu = 0 (3.2.6)
and
(D A  + m I Ae)f + (°2 * 2m2 %  l f ) cou “  0 • (3-2' 7)
3.3 The acoustic equations in fluid undergoing solid body rotation
If one examines equations (3.2,6) and (3.2.7) it soon becomes clear 
that they are at their simplest in fluid undergoing solid body rotation, 
that is when '
F = ~ , (3.3.1)
a
a being a characteristic distance from the centre of the vortex. In 
such a flow D is independent of r , but, more importantly, so is the 
operator on u in equation (3.2.7). Hence we can easily combine (3.2.6) 
and (3.2.7) into a single equation for p . Before doing this, however, 
it is convenient to include further conditions inherent in the particular 
problem we shall eventually solve. Accordingly we give the acoustic 
quantities forms appropriate to a disturbance which has a single frequency 
and is independent of z , that is
= eikx fn «)e in0 (3.3.2)
n=-co
and
ikx \ ,„N in0
V  -  * ®n
n=-co
(3.3.3)
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where 6 “ r/a . Equating the Fourier components in the single equation 
for p and in (3.2.7) we end up with two infinite sets of ordinary 
differential equations of which typical members are
and
n
?2J n
(ka + Mn) + | 0ca + Mn)2 - 4M2[ig^ = 0
(3.3.4)
(3.3.5)
We have already achieved ci certain amount of simplification, but 
the equation which is central to the present problem, namely (3.3.4), 
is still quite complicated if we allow variation in the speed of sound. 
For example, in a perfect gas, equations (2.2.10), (2.2.12) and (3.2.1) 
combine to show that
G2 = 1 + £M2(Y - 1)£2 (3.3.6)
if the speed of sound is non-dimensionalised so that G = 1 when 5 = 0 .  
Equation (3.3.4) then has four regular singular points which place it out­
side the group of equations for which there is a significant body of known
results. So we approximate the coefficient of the operator (l/5)(d/d5)
and the constant multiplying f by ignoring terms which are uniformly 
small when M 1 and 5 ^  1 compared to those retained. Specifically
this implies that we put G = 1 and ignore the 0(M ) term in the
coefficient of (l/5)(d/d5). The author feels that such a very limited 
degree of approximation should lead to a function differing from the 
exact solution of (3.3.4), over the interval 0 ^  5 ^  1 , by an error 
which is uniformly small for all values of the wave number ka . The 
approximate equation governing f is now
I d2 I d  2 n2\ .[ — o" + F T P  + a  o' ) f = 0 ,\d5  ^  ^ 5 /
(3.3.7)
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where an (ka + Mn)2 - 2M 1 + ka + Mn ) (3.3.8)
Note that we have kept terms dependent on the product Mn since they may 
or may not be small according to the value of n . For this reason alone 
we should endeavour to retain such terms, but in addition, as will be 
seen later, not to do so can lead to significant error.
Equation (3.3.7) is the familiar Bessel's equation of which the 
solution appropriate here is the one finite at the origin. Accordingly 
we write
f = A J (a E) , (3.3.9)n n n n
where A is an arbitrary constant, and J is the Bessel function of n J n
the first kind and nth order. The advantage of studying acoustic propa­
gation in fluid undergoing solid body rotation is now clear. We are able 
to make a uniformly valid approximation of the governing equations lead­
ing to solutions which are well documented to the extent of even being
the subject of computer library subroutines!
3.4 The scattering of sound generated by a constant frequency line
The particular problem we are going to investigate in detail, using 
the approximation developed in the last section, is illustrated in Fig 1. 
It consists of a region of fluid in solid body rotation bounded by the 
cylinder B, - 1 , with an infinite region of stagnant fluid outside con­
taining a monopole of acoustic pressure on the line £ = fe and 0 -  it . 
One difficulty which could arise with such a flow is that the vortex 
sheet implied by the velocity discontinuity at £ = 1 is unstable to 
acoustic disturbances. This possibility will be ignored here because we 
are only interested in the problem as an analytical example and are pre­
pared to accept its shortcomings as a realistic physical model. (In fact 
no obvious instabilities were present in the results of computations 
based on the analysis in this section.)
Inside the solid body rotation, E, ^  1 and hence the acoustic 
pressure is given by
monop ole
OO
p Re (3.4.1)
n=-°°
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with an error which is uniformly 0(M ) . Outside, in the stagnant 
fluid, p is the sum of the incident acoustic pressure generated by the 
line monopole,
p. = elkTH^2)^ka42 + C2 + 2KE0 cos 6 j (3.4.2)
(2)(H being the Hankel function of the second kind and nth order), and n
p , the acoustic pressure scattered by the vortex sheet at the edge of s
the rotating fluid. We shall presently want to apply boundary condi­
tions on the surface E, = 1 . We therefore require a Fourier series for
p. which is valid near this surface. Such a series can be obtained from i
Graf's addition theorem (result 9.1.79 of Ref 7) which yields
OO
p. = eilcT y  (-l)n ! 2)(kacn)j (kac)elnt’ (? < t„). (3.4.3)i / , n U n U
n=-°°
pg on the other hand has a single Fourier series representation which 
is valid everywhere in the region of stagnant fluid. The only limita­
tion on its form at this stage is that it should be a sum of outgoing 
waves. Hence we write
OO
p = elkT V  (- l)n B H(2) (ka?n)H(2) (ka^)eln0 (3.4.4)s / j n n U n
n=-°°
where B^ is an arbitrary constant.
There are two conditions of continuity which normally apply in 
acoustic problems containing a vortex sheet. They are:
(i) continuity of pressure;
(ii) continuity of the velocity component normal to the sheet.
The first condition ensures that the acceleration of fluid particles is 
finite, and the second is a consequence of the principle of conservation 
of mass. Assuming that the basic pressure has been made continuous,
(i) implies that p is continuous everywhere, in particular across 
E, = 1 the mean position of the sheet. Thus the Fourier components in
(3.4.1) evaluated on E, - 1 are equal to the sum of those in (3.4.3) 
and (3.4.4) likewise evaluated, implying
2
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Rl. , A J (o ) = (- l)n H(2) (ka5n)/j (ka) + B H(2)(ka)l . (3.4.5)‘5=1 n n n n 0 ( n n n f
Condition (ii) is more complicated to apply. Let us suppose that 
the surface of the vortex sheet is described by ^  = 0 . The form of
should show that the acoustic disturbance linearly perturbs the sheet 
away from the cylinder 5 “ 1 which the sheet would occupy if the line 
monopole were absent. Thus may be defined by
= 5 - 1 - eilex
CO
E
6 e n
in© (3.4.6)
n=
where 6 is a constant ^  1 .n
dr
91 dt
For a point r on the sheet,
V> , = 0 (3.4.7)
and thus
to-dr.
dt . V ikC^e
ilct 6 e n
in0
n=
From condition (ii) we have
(3.4.8)
dr.
* , Lim q . V
5-H + dt
• = Lim {(0, Q , 0) + q}. V]
5+-1-
(3.4.9)
which, after neglecting products of linear perturbations and using defini­
tion (3.4.6), simplifies to
dr. iQLim 
5*>1 + dt
. = Lim
5+-1-
0 ilex e nS e n
in0 (3.4.10)
n=-°o
Combining equation (3.4.8) with (3.4JO) and using (3.3.3), we can derive 
the corresponding result for the Fourier components,
/
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— ro  = ikCn<S « — ro i —  n<S , (3.4.11)CQa 0 n fea a n
8n ( l + )  8n ( l - )  Q0
from which 6 can be eliminated to give n
kagn(l-) = (ka + Mn)gn(l+) . (3.4.12)
To produce an equation connecting and Ife , has to be
expressed in terms of fe and then the appropriate forms of fe inside 
and outside the region of solid body rotation substituted. The first 
step is accomplished through equation (3.3.5) which also applies outside 
the rotating fluid when M is made zero. Thus we find
9 ? ( A J 9 df (1+)k a |(lca + Mn) + 2Mnk (1-) = (ka + Mn)j(ka + Mn)z - 4M } — ^ --
  (3.4.13)
which when the second step is applied yields
R|r .A ka I (ka + Mn)a J'(a ) + 2MnJ (a )[1E,-1 n 1 n n n n n •
= (“ l)nH^2) (kafe) (ka + Mn) |(ka + Mn)2 - 4M2[jfe (ka) + B ^ H ^ ’dta)}
(3.4.14)
The scattered acoustic pressure is now uniquely determined by 
Lon (3.4.4) si
(3.4.14) to obtain
equatio nce we can eliminate A^ from equations (3.4.5) and
3 J (ka) - Y J’(ka)
Bn =    , (3.4.15)
Y H (ka) - B Hp/ka) n n n n
where 3 = kaj(ka + Mn)a J’(a ) + 2MnJ (a )[ (3,4.16)n 1 n n n n n ’
and
Y n E (lea + Mn) j(ka + Mn)2 - 4M2}fe(an) . (3.4.17)
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Before embarking on any lengthy numerical calculations of p it would 
be wise to derive the corresponding result by the asymptotic power series 
approach and check that we obtain the same answer to 0(M) . This we 
shall do in the next section. However at this stage we might just deter­
mine whether the infinite series for pg given by (3.4.4) converges.
We require the asymptotic form of as n -> 00 whilst ka and
M are kept fixed. From definition (3.3.8)
a ~ Mn n
Hence, using result 9.3.2 of Ref 7,
nl/l-M2 - sech *m)
J (a ) ~ J (Mn) ~ ------------- ---n n n / 7
/2rn/l ~M
and
J’ (a ) ~  - ~  J (Mn) .n n ndM M n
Thus
6 ~ n^kaM/l -M2 J (Mn) and Y ~ n3M3J (Mn)n n n
which lead to
JT(ka)
B ~ - - ( § 3   . (3.4.18)
11 H (ka)n
The right hand side of the last statement is equivalent to the coefficient 
in the infinite series for pg when the region of solid body rotation is 
replaced by a perfectly hard circular cylinder. This outcome is consis­
tent with the boundary condition at 5 “ 1 obtained from equation
(3 .4 .12) as n ->• 00 , that is
gn (l+) + 0
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which applies when there is no acoustic flow into the cylinder. Since 
the acoustic pressure scattered by a hard circular cylinder is known to 
exist, pg in our present problem must also exist.
The two infinite series have another important property in common.
As ka increases, progressively more and more terms have to be summed in 
order to achieve an approximation to the infinite series of a required 
accuracy. This has important consequences when we come to assess the 
efficacy of the asymptotic power series approach in section 3.6.
3.5 The acoustic pressure to Q(M) in a vortex flow
If we go back to equation (2.2.17) and take account of the particu-
”4" *lar form which F has in a vortex flow, then to 0(M)
. . . 0 , , ,
-)• At(We note in passing that F = F(r)6 is a solenoidal vector and hence 
satisfies equation (2.2.18), as required of the basic state.) An explicit 
connection between <|> and p was not made in Chapter 2, but this is done 
easily enough by combining statements (2.1.15), (2.2.1), (2.2.6) and
(2.2.7) to get
p = " V o  { h + MI  w ) 4 + 0(“2) • (3-5-2)
where Rn = Lim R . We invert this equation by applying the operator 
M-H)
3 _ M F 3 
3 t  r 3 6
to both sides, finding that
B2<j>
9x2 ■ + °(“2) ’ (3,5'3)
and then eliminate <J> from equation (3.5.1) to obtain an equation for 
p which after some tidying up becomes
30
3%. . A I  JL 1 32 + r clr r Dr / r3BT '
= 0 (3.5.4)
correct to 0(M) .
It is our intention in this section to express p .as an asymptotic 
power series in M similar to that developed for (j) at the beginning of 
section 2.3. Hence we write
p  =  p Q +  M p j  +  0 ( M  ) (3.5.5)
and derive from (3.5.4) two equations to be solved,
and
JL 1 33t
3t2 - vV o
- 0
F jL  + r a  4 °2 dr r 3r) r39
(3.5.6)
(3.5.7)
Before solving these equations for the problem of the last section we make 
some general observations concerning p^ and Pj . Since p^ is the 
acoustic pressure when the basic velocity is zero, it can be identified 
with the incident acoustic pressure p^ . In the asymptotic power series 
approach the first order effect of the basic flow is to create a secondary 
source, represented by the right hand side of equation (3.5.7), which is 
due to the interaction between p^ and that flow. An interesting property 
of the extra acoustic pressure thus generated is that if (or p^) is
an even function of 6 , as it is when defined by (3.4.2), pj is an odd 
function of 0 . This behaviour can be deduced immediately from equation
(3.5.7) since its source term depends on 0 only through the odd function 
3Pq/30 , and its operator on Pj preserves parity.
Returning to the problem of section 3.4 we find that the approach 
adopted in this section allows us to employ generalised functions to 
advantage. In particular we can treat the basic azimuthal velocity compo­
nent for a bounded solid body rotation as though it were differentiable 
on r = a by writing
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F = £ U(a - r) , (3.5.8)
a
where U is Heaviside’s unit function defined so that
U(n) = 0 if n < 0 and U(n) = 1 if n > 0 . (3.5.9)
Then, assuming simple harmonic time variation, equation (3.5.7) becomes
(V2 + k2)P, = §| jk2U(a - r) ♦ 6(r - a) - | )J  ^  , (3.5. .0)
where 6 is Dirac's delta function, and as"in the last section the 
incident acoustic pressure is
PQ *= elkxHQ2^ k Jv2 + r2 + 2rrQ cos 0 ^  . (3.5.11)
The solution to equation (3.5.10) can be found by convolving the 
source term with the two dimensional free-field Green’s function for 
Helmholtz’s equation appropriate to outgoing waves, that is
The result is
(3.5.12)
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which upon use of Graf's addition theorem becomes
p  =  -
ir
/
in(0-0') im(0'“Tr)d0 rTH (2)(kr)J (krT) n n
n=-°° m=-°° = — TT r1 =0
x ^k2U(a - r') + 6(r1 - a)( xr~r ~ “ ) r H^2 ^ (kfe) feClcr' )drf (r > a)
(3.5.13)
The integration with respect to 0f effectively removes one summation 
through the orthogonality relations
1
/
i(m-n)0Td0’ = 0 if m n and 2tt if m = n (3.5.14)
—IT
The integration with respect to rf can be performed with the aid of 
results 11.3.31, 9.1.5 and 9.1.27 from Ref 7. Carrying out both integra­
tions and the differentiation with respect to 0 we obtain, if E, > 1 ,
m e ikx
ka ( - l A n f e 2
n —  J2 (ka) + kaJ (ka)J' (ka) n n n
n=-oo
, k2a2 T, 2 J„(2)/, r nu (2)z1 in0 + — ro—  J' (k.a)>H ' (ka£ )HV (ka^)eI n i n  u n
(3.5.15)
There are various interchanges of limiting processes which occur in 
going from equation (3.5.12) to (3.5.15). They can all be shown to be 
justified since the region of integration is effectively finite and the 
series are all uniformly convergent.
Since p^ is identical to s Mfe must be pg evaluated
correct to 0(M) . If a comparison is made between the last equation and
(3.4.4), we find that necessarily
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B iuMn i k°a2 - n2 - 2 T2J 2 (k a )  + kaJ ( k a ) J ' ( k a )  + J , 2 (ka )>  + 0(M2).n n n I  n \n ka 2
(3.5.16)
This result can also be derived directly from equations (3.4.15) to
(3.4.17), and so, at the very least, we have achieved a partial check on 
the analysis of section 3.4.
3.6 Calculated results and their explanation
My main aim throughout this Chapter has been to indicate the possible 
limitations of an asymptotic power series in M for the acoustic pressure 
in a vortex flow, by comparing it with an inherently more accurate solution. 
I decided therefore to concentrate on producing numerical results which 
would highlight the probable non-uniformity in the asymptotic series at 
large wavenumbers. In line with this decision I only present values for 
the far-field directivity of p , defined by
at one value, 2 of ?q » effectively eliminating dependence on 5 and 
5q from the results. I have also chosen to restrict 6 to the range
Thus a region has been ignored on the opposite side of the solid body rota­
tion where A is affected by back scattering from the vortex sheet at 
the edge of the rotation, produced in a manner analogous to that from a 
solid circular cylinder. Such back scattering will not be present when 
the basic velocity is continuous.
Before discussing the calculated results we had better fill in some 
detail about A . As 5 00 > result 9.2.4 of Ref 7 shows that
A = Lim (3.6.!)
-45° to +45° where vortex refraction has its most significant effect.
H (2)(ka5)n (3.6.2)
Hence in the same limit equation (3.4.4) becomes
OO
ps (3.6.3)
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and equation (3.4.2) can also be shown to give
e (3.6.4)
Thus the function actually calculated
CO
10 log]0A 10 log10 1 + eikai+cos9
(3.6.5)
To express this result to 0(M) we replace by , where
B
Bn (3.6.6)nl
which derives from equation (3.5.16), and then use the series expansion 
of the natural logarithm (result 4.1.24 of Ref 7) to-obtain
Re standing for 'the real part of'.
The graphs of far-field directivity illustrated by Figs 2 to 16 are 
divided into three groups depending on the range of Mach number and wave 
number considered. The first group, Figs 2 to 7, is intended to show how 
A changes as M ■+ 0 at fixed ka . Since equation (3.6.7) shows that
is independent of M , the two curves calculated from equation (3,6.5), 
at each fixed wave number, are scaled with Mach number so that they 
should lie close to the third curve which is calculated from equation
(3.6.7) for a Mach number of 0.1. The latter value of M is chosen for 
consistency, since then
OO
(3.6.7)
Lim - icgioA 
M-K)
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M logl04 = 3°A 11)4
which is the dependent variable in the remaining graphs of far-fioUl 
directivity.
The behaviour of A in this first group of figures is relatively 
simple to describe. As M -> 0 the directivity tends to an odd function 
of 0 as one would expect. For
Limiiog A - LimLimilog10 
M-H) M-H)
P0 + Mp,
P0
. P1= logirie Re Lim —  
10 f e  po
which must be odd because, as we showed in the last section, p^  is an
odd function and p^ an even function of 0 . As M increases away from
zero the directivity becomes less like an odd function of 0 . At the
lower values of ka , the deviation from such a function may be
characterised by three parameters: 0q the smallest positive value of 0
where 10 log,„A is zero, I the maximum value of 10 logiriA , and °10 max to10
^min tbe m£n£imim val-ue °f 10 log^A . These parameters are plotted
against Mach number, for ka = 5, 10 and 15, in Fig 17. This figure shows
that as M increases, 0„ gets more positive, and both I and I ..’ 0  ^ * max min
are increasingly overpredicted by the theory correct to 0(M) . For all 
the values of M and ka covered by Fig 17 the effect of the vortex can 
be simply described as giving a region of decreased acoustic pressure for
0 < 0q , followed by a region of increased acoustic pressure for 0 > 0^ .
This pattern is typical of that found in experimental results of which 
those in Ref 8 are an example. However, as shown by the second group of 
figures, 8 to 10, there is a value of ka depending on M beyond which 
this simple description becomes inapplicable. The directivity evolves 
into what appears to be an interference pattern as ka becomes large.
This impression is reinforced by the results presented in the third group 
of figures, 11 to 16, which as in the first group trace the dependence of 
A on M at fixed ka . The values of M covered by the third group are 
somewhat higher though, and the low Mach number approximation made in 
section 3.3 is probably beginning to break down.
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The fundamental property of an interference pattern is that the 
distance between maxima and minima, which correspond to constructive and 
destructive interference respectively, reduces as the acoustic wavelength 
increases. In the present case this means that the number of maxima and 
minima of A in a given range of 0 should increase with ka . Fig 18 
confirms that the directivity does indeed possess this property by showing 
that the number of extrema between 0 = -30° and +30° increases steadily 
as ka gets bigger, for each value of M .
The emergence of an interference pattern in the presence of a 
bounded rotating flow is easily explained when one considers the ray theory 
solution towards which A must be tending as the wave number becomes large. 
The ray tracing analysis described in Appendix A shows that as many as 
three rays propagate in the same direction in the far field, even ignoring 
those that are reflected by the vortex sheet at the edge of the solid 
body rotation. Hence there will be interference between acoustic signals 
arriving along different rays.
The overall implication of What we have said in this section is that
the asymptotic expansion in powers of M derived in the last section is
not valid as ka -*■ °° . The reason for this can be readily deduced from
the remarks made in the last paragraph of section 3.4 on the convergence
of the infinite series for p . As ka increases, more terms have tors
be included to achieve a given accuracy. This implies that the average 
value of |Mn| in equations (3.4.15) to (3.4.17) increases when taken over 
the significant terms in equation (3.4.4). Thus it will reach a value 
where the effect of the parameter Mn can no longer be regarded as small 
enough for the asymptotic power series approach to be adequate.
3.7 The general verdict on the solution of the acoustic equations at
low Mach number by an asymptotic power series in M
In section 3.5 the asymptotic expansion was only taken to 0(M) .
In the example discussed in this Chapter, however, that order of accuracy 
was achieved with about the same amount of computational effort as was 
required for the inherently more accurate method of analysis described in 
sections 3.3 and 3.4. To take the asymptotic expansion a stage further 
would require at least as much effort again as needed for the other 
approach. Although this may not be a generally applicable criticism, in 
that the functions derived in section 3.3 for the solid body rotation are 
particularly simple, the results obtained in this Chapter have shown that
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the asymptotic expansion is not uniformly valid and so this solution will 
not necessarily give useful estimates of vortex refraction in practical 
cases. When one also takes into account the difficulties experienced in 
section 2.3, the need for a more sophisticated method of solution is 
indicated.
It seems to me that the best way to find the acoustic propagation 
effects of all low Mach number flows, to a given order, is to keep all the 
terms upto that order in the operator of an equation such as (2.2.16) or
(2.2.17), and then attempt to solve the resulting equation as accurately 
as possible. An example of the successful application of this approach, 
in the case of potential flow to 0(M) , is described in the next Chapter.
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4.1 The governing acoustic equation to 0(M) and its transformation to 
the ordinary wave equation
We now come to perhaps the most important Chapter in this Thesis. 
Assuming the basic flow to be irrotational simplifies the acoustic equation 
for <|> considerably and in particular we find that it is possible to 
reduce its form correct to 0(M) to the ordinary wave equation. We are 
then able to establish exactly what the propagation effect of the basic 
flow is under these circumstances. (Coincidentally the physical inter­
pretation of (j> is much more straightforward since equation (2.2.7), which 
now becomes
A  (q - V*) = 0 ,
shows that c{> is simply the acoustic velocity potential.)
Now if the basic flow is irrotational we may introduce a potential
Afunction $ defined so that
F = vi (4.1.1)
Then equation (2.2.2) shows that to 0(M)
V2$ = 0 (4.1.2)
which is the familiar Laplace's equation. The basic flow is assumed to be 
generated by a uniform stream at infinity and to be bounded internally by 
a surface
T(x, y, z) = 0
(perhaps representing the aircraft body) which is completely non-porous. 
Consequently S satisfies two boundary conditions,
$ ~ x as r -+ 0° , (4.1.3)
CHAPTER 4
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IN POTENTIAL FLOW
/ 2 2 2where r is now defined to be /x + y + z , and
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It was shown in Chapter 2 that in general the acoustic equation for
ij> to 0(M) is given by (2.2.17). Substituting (4.1.1) and inserting a
source term, denoted by S , which in the spirit of the discussion in the
third paragraph of the first Chapter is supposed known, we obtain
V$ . vr = 0 on r = 0 (4 .1 .4 )
8 + 2MV$ . V 4- -V2L = S(r, t )  , (4.1.5)(   
L 29t2 3t
where r = (x,y,z) . There are two boundary conditions on <j> . First
on the surface T = 0 we suppose there is a given impedance, dependent 
on the function A , and across the surface a known volume flow dependent 
on y . To be precise we assume
V<{) . VT + A(r, x)<|> = y(r, x) on T(r) = 0 . (4.1.6)
To this we add the causality condition
<j> , , y and S = 0 when x < x^ - M$ (4.1.7)
to ensure the uniqueness of (j) . The normal form of causality condition 
as applied to the ordinary wave equation asserts that the acoustic distur­
bance is zero everywhere in the fluid before a universal starting time 
Xq , say. The basic flow causes an extra term varying with position in 
space to be subtracted from this starting time for a reason which becomes 
clear following application of the transformation which we consider next.
It is a remarkable fact that because £ possesses the property of 
satisfying Laplace’s equation a transformation can be constructed which 
reduces (4.1.5) to an ordinary wave equation. For let
(X, Y, Z, T) = (x, y, z, t + M * )  and d>0(5t, T) 2 *(?, t) , (4.1.8)
where it = (X,Y,Z) . Then
It follows that
2 \
“ vx)*0 = s?x> T - M$(X)) to 0(M) , (4.1.9)
condition (4.1.6) by virtue of (4.1.4) becomes
V o  ’ V  + A(* 9 T “ M^ o  = T - M$) on T<$) = 0 , (4.1.10)
and (4.1.7) changes into the normal causality condition 
3*0
$0 » 9 p and s = 0 when T < xQ . (4.1.11)
It is now evident that the space dependent term in the starting time of 
condition (4.1.7) arises from applying the inverse of the transform
(4.1.8) to (4.1.11) which is a condition placed on the required solution 
of an ordinary wave equation (4.1.9).
The transformation described above' simplifies the task of finding 
(j) considerably since it removes the basic flow dependence from the 
operator on the acoustic quantity in the governing acoustic equation.
The basic flow dependence now lies entirely in the transformed source and 
boundary conditions, and we are left with the much easier task of solving 
the ordinary wave equation for which there is a large body of well 
established theory.
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Equation (4.1.5) may not have been derived under particularly 
realistic conditions, ignoring as it does such effects as lift generated 
vorticity which is certainly an important feature of the flow around an 
aircraft at take off or landing, but the ease with which it can be solved 
makes it an attractive subject for investigation containing, if nothing 
else, the convective effect of a non-uniform flow.
Let us first examine what steady potential flow does to an acoustic 
field in the presence of a scattering surface whose impedance is 
independent of M and t , and across which there is no given acoustic 
volume flow, i-e p = 0 . In this case boundary condition (4.1.6) simplifies 
to
4.2 The scattering of sound generated by a compart source
Although the surface F = 0 behaves acoustically in the same way as it 
would if there were no flow, it might well have an extra indirect effect 
on (j) which has to propagate through the distorted streamline pattern 
caused by the uniform stream being forced to flow around the scattering 
surface. It is this possibility which really interests us in the present 
section.
In order not to complicate the problem unnecessarily, I have chosen 
to generate <}> by the combination of a monopole and dipole which reside 
together at the origin and vary simple harmonically in time. Despite 
the acoustic compactness of such a source there is still enough structure 
present to indicate at least how the directional behaviour of a general 
source might be affected by flow. We shall also find results for this 
particular source useful in another context in section 4.4. The acoustic 
equation to be solved then is
where b is an arbitrary constant vector. If we transform the latter 
equation in the manner prescribed in the last section we obtain
V(j> . Vr + A (r) <j) = 0 on F = 0 (4.2.1)
(4.2.2)
+ t  . Vx) 6 0Q ,
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or
(~^~2 ~ VxVo = elk fT"M^ (0)f [l + t . Vx + ilcMjb . Vxi}^=01<5(X) . (4.2.3) 
\9T *
Now suppose we know the fundamental solution to the scatteringt ^ 4. ilciproblem represented by condition (4.2.1), that is the function <f>p(r)e 
which satisfies the inhomogeneous ordinary wave equation
2 - V2fefeikT = eikT6(?) , (4.2.4)
of course the body boundary condition
VAf . Vr + A(r)?f = 0 on T(r) = 0 , (4.2.5)
and the simple harmonic equivalent of a causality condition,
xlCT ,:e behaves like an outgoing wave as r -ft °° . (4.2.6)
ilex • • • •Then cft^e describes the acoustic field generated by a monopole in the
presence of the scattering body when there is no flow. From this funda­
mental solution we can construct the one required here of equation (4.2.3) 
and by straightforward substitution it can be verified that
ik{T-M$(0)[
>0 e 1 + t . Vx + ikMjS . vx^ J =0]?f (X) • (4.2.7)
The final step in the determination of <p is to transform the last 
expression back into physical space-time coordinates to get
= eik[x+M{i(r)-i(0)[] j/ + £ _ y + ikMjS _ 1 ^ (?) _ (4_,_8)
Comparing the latter solution with that appropriate to a stationary 
medium, which of course is
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♦lM=0 = elkT(l + b . V)?f(?) , (4.2.‘>)
we can see that the introduction of a basic potential flow produces two 
effects: an extra term in the operator on <j>^ , namely
ikMjS. vi}j=0 .
and a time delay in the acoustic field given by
- m|I(r) - i(0)} .
These terms originate in exactly the same way as they do in the simpler 
case of a uniform stream, which is the flow when there is no scattering 
body. For then
$ = x
everywhere and (4.2.8) becomes simply
<j) = eilc(x+Mx) | j + £  ^y + (£) , (4.2.10)
where i is the unit vector in the positive x-direction. One can see 
that both in uniform and non-uniform flow analogous terms arise which 
depend solely on the source position and observation point. The basic 
streamline distortion due to the presence of a body in non-uniform 
potential flow has no extended propagation effect. Moreover the scattering 
effect of the body is completely contained in <f>^ , and is thus totally 
unaffected by and completely distinct from the low Mach number potential 
flow. This important and perhaps unexpected conclusion can only be drawn 
in a frame of reference which is fixed relative to the source and body, a 
fact which has wider implications as we shall see in section 4.5.
4.3 Acoustic generation by vibrating bodies
4.3.1 Introduction
Before embarking on a discussion of the relative merits of different 
working frames of reference hinted at in the last section, let us consider
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another application of the transformation which we discovered in section
4.1 .
9Dowling has derived the effect of potential flow past a pulsating 
or juddering body on the acoustic field generated by the body’s vibratory 
motion. By restricting her analysis to bodies xffiich are small on an 
acoustic wavelength scale, she was able to find the acoustic field from 
an approximate analysis of the governing integral equation when the wave 
number was small. She also showed that it is possible to obtain the same 
results by the method of matched asymptotic expansions. Neither method is 
straightforward and both are restricted to acoustically compact bodies.
By employing our transformation we can remove this restriction and in 
particular derive results for non-compact spheres. But first we must 
carefully analyse the boundary condition which holds on a vibrating body 
in order to put it in a form suited to our method.
4.3.2 The transfer of the body boundary condition from a vibrating 
to a stationary surface
The ability to transform the acoustic equation (4.1.5) into the
ordinary wave equation (4.1.9) depends on the existence of the steady
potential £ which in turn requires that the surface T = 0 be stationary.
The most convenient way to express the boundary condition on a vibrating
non-porous body is to specify that there is no flow across the given body
surface. Evidently in this case the fluid boundary is no longer stationary.
However, since the vibrations give rise to an acoustic disturbance, the
departure of the body surface from its mean stationary position must
necessarily be small. It is thus possible to transfer the body boundary
condition onto the mean position in a manner analogous to that adopted
for the study of vibrating bodies in a stationary fluid. Extra terms
arise in this case which depend on £ and it is these which the author
believes have largely caused the errors and misconceptions pointed out by
9Dowling m  the introduction to her paper .
In this section we assume that the fluid is bounded by a non-porous 
vibrating body xtfhose surface is given by
53(r, t) = r(r) + a(r, t) = 0 . (4.3.1)
It can be shovm from the principle of conservation of mass that a fluid 
particle next to the body surface must have the same velocity component
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normal to that surface as the adjacent point of the body. This implies 
the following boundary condition:
H?V(CM« + ♦).— —  - -r- • — —  on E  = 0 • (4.3.2)
0 IvEI dt LEI
Since for a point in 'T', - 0
'■0 - t  + £ . * Z  0 .
condition (4.3.2) can be rewritten as
V(CQm  + cf>) . = “ CQ It on E  = 0 ' (4.3.3)
• * « » *+“ -}• # f Let us consider two neighbouring points r and r + <5r satisfying
T = 0 and = 0 respectively. Provided 6r is small enough, can
be approximated by the first two terms of a Taylor series, that is
£ ( r  +  S r ,  t )  =  ] [ ] ( ? ,  T ) +  <Sr . v ] T ) ( r ,  t ) +  0 ( 5 r  )
Thus remembering that r(r) = 0 and [^(r + = 0 , we have to first
order in 6r
6r . |vf(r) + Vo(r, r)| = - a(r, t) (4.3.4)
If the direction of <5r is chosen to coincide with that of v r ( r )  , and
it is assumed that |Vct/VF| ^  1 , then
6? = - — r . (4.3.5)
I vr I
» mm # #Clearly in this case the condition that Sr be small implies that
a/IVF| must be small and thus in what follows we shall ignore terms of 
order higher than one in a .
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We are now able to express the boundary condition (4.3.3) which
*4" -4* • 4holds at the point r + 6r in terms of that which would hold at r .
First
V$(r + <5r) . v]T}(r + 6r, t) = V$(r) . |vr(r) + Va(r, x)|
+ 6r . v[v$(r) . )vr(r) + Va(r, x)}]
= V$(r) . Vo(r, x) -  -q-(- > -J.I f e .Q . vjv$(?) . Vr(r)[ + 0(a2) 
[vr(r)Ix
remembering that £ satisfies condition (4.1.4). Next substituting this 
result into condition (4.3.3) gives
V<f>(£ + <5?, t )  . v £ ( r  + Sv, x )  = -  CQ ■— (-3$ —  -  f e M V ^ r )  . V a ( r ,  x )
+ CM a(r> T/vIi rI . vjv$(r) . Vr(r)[ + 0(a2)
0  | v r ( r ) |
For the last equation to be consistent <j> must be 0(a), and the body 
boundary condition can finally be written in the same form as condition
(4.1.6), that is dividing by | VF |
0
-j— (J- + MV$ . V)o + C„M °?r, . v l v i  . v r |  on r  = 0 .
v r  | V T > 0 | v r  j
  (4.3.6)
The first term on the right hand side of condition (4.3.6) can be 
interpreted as the material derivative, with respect to a fluid particle,
of the normal displacement of the neighbouring point in the body surface
from the mean position of that surface. The second term does not have 
an obvious interpretation and indeed may easily be overlooked since it is 
identically zero in many problems. For instance, if V = y ,
A s
o = -n(x,z,t) and $ = x , we obtain the boundary condition
Vcf) . v r
v r
!£ " (ji + C0M & )  n °n y = 0 (4.3.7)
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which is familiar from studies on the stability of a vortex sheet.
(See Ref 2, for example, where condition 7.1.14 is equivalent to condition
(4.3.7) when (p = Aj and CqM = -|U .)
For a general body vibration the second term on the right hand side
of condition (4.3.6) is zero everywhere on F = 0 if and only if the
2"vexpression A = (VF . V) A is also zero. One might aslc whether there are
cases for which A is non-zero somewhere on T = 0 and if so how does 
one identify them. The answer is simple when the basic flow at infinity 
is a uniform stream. A is always non-zero somewhere on a body surface 
which is not wholly aligned with the uniform stream. This can be easily 
shown by the following argument.
If T = 0 is not aligned with the uniform stream then the basic 
flow must have a stagnation stream line which meets the body surface in a 
stagnation point. Suppose we construct rectangular Cartesian coordinates 
x’, yf, z* with origin at that point so that the tangent plane to the 
surface there is x’ = 0 . Then after a suitable rotation about the x’~ 
axis the analysis on page 105 of Ref 2 shows that the flow in the neigh­
bourhood of the stagnation point is described by
i = ax’2 + By’2 - (a + B)z’2 (a ^  0), (4.3.8)
where a and 3 are constants. Since F = x1 near the origin,
2-
A = JLJL = 2a / 0 when x’= y T= z ’=0 . (4.3.9)
8x’7
Thus there is a region around the stagnation point where A is not zero.
By contrast, if the body surface is wholly aligned with the uniform
stream, then A is zero everywhere on the surface. For in this case
A$ = x throughout the whole flow and T is a function of y and z only. 
Thus vi . VT = 0 and hence A = 0 .
4.4 Acoustic generation by vibrating spheres
4.4.1 Introduction
We shall now apply the theory developed in sections 4.1 and 4.3 to 
the problem of acoustic generation by vibrating spheres. The sphere is a
simple shape to analyse in the sense that it is comparatively easy to
derive the acoustic velocity potential in terms of known functions.
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However the two terms in the body boundary condition which were discussed 
in the last subsection both contribute to the. acoustic field, so that the 
sphere gives a good indication of the extra complexity produced in general 
by the presence of a basic flow.
As with most linear perturbations it is convenient to assume that 
the acoustic variables are complex and that the physical quantities which 
they represent can be obtained by taking their real part. It also 
simplifies the analysis of this type of problem if the solution is found 
via a Fourier transform in T which is defined by
f(k) 5 f(T)elkTdT (4.4.1)
The causality condition (4.1.11) on is then replaced by a radiation
^  xlcT • »condition on 6^ which implies that (j>rte behaves like an outgoing 0 U
wave at infinity.
4*4.2 The acoustic field produced by the general vibration of a 
sphere
Let r, 0, 0 be spherical polar coordinates defined so that
x = r cos 0 , y = r sin 0 cos # and z = r sin 0 sin 0 . (4.4.2)
If the mean surface of the vibrating body is the sphere which has radius 
a and is centred at the origin, then in the notation of sections 4.1 and
4.3
r - a and $ = (r + -~r) cos 0 (4.4.3)
Thus
nZ Vi 3 sift 9 3 n ! !\. V = -----— — — -g-g- on r = a (4.4.4)
and
2-VT n|n4 3 § 3 cos 0 rt / tt- . VjV3> . vrf = — ■=■ = — — —  on r = a . (4.4.5)
| VT| 3r a
We shall require that the body surface vibration be continuous and 
periodic in 0 , and finite over the range 0 ^  0 ^  tt . Such a vibration 
can always be expressed in the form
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a = - a
n
e (t)P ( c o s  0)e n n (4.4.6)
n=0 m=--n
where Pm is the Legendre function of the first kind, mth order and nth
XI
degree. Substituting (4.4.4) to (4.4.6) into condition (4.3.6) we obtain
Z  Z  [en'(T)Pn(cos 9> + S  en(T>{Pn'<cos 0> s^*0 ~ 2P™(cos 6) cos oiV"*
n=0 m=-n J o n  r =» a .
(4.4.7)
This condition may be put into a more convenient form by using the 
recurrence relations 8.5.3 and 8.5.4 for Legendre functions quoted in Ref 7 
to obtain
" n
= a°0 Z  Z  I " (T)Pn(cos 0) + 2aT2nM-» O' fin(T>{(n ~ 1)(n + “)Cl(c°s e)
n=0 m=-n
(n + 2)(n - m  + !)P”+] (cos P)}Je1DU? on r = a .
(4.4.8)
We now apply transformation (4.1.8) to the problem in the form
and
(rx, 8X> »x , T) = (r, 6, 1>, T + M«)
V V  V  V  T) = 'f’ ( r ’ e’ t)  •
(4.4.9)
Then comparing conditions (4.1.6) and (4.1.10) we can see that condition
(4.4.8) is transformed into
0 n
. I E  f
3M.c„ > 2. <T ' V  * * 1n=0 m=-n
r- em(T - Mi)|(n - l)(n + m)Pm .(cos 9„)
) n i n-i a
- (n + 2)(n - ra + l)P^+j(cos
on r,r - a
(4.4.10)
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To be consistent with the analysis described in section 4.1 this condition 
must be expressed correct to 0(M) . If we substitute the value of + on 
r^ . = a and make use of the recurrence relations again, condition (4.4.10) 
then becomes
r v a° °  Y  Y  [ 23(20”+ I) Cn(T ){ (n ~ 1)01 + m>P”_ ( (cos 0X) -  (n + 2)(n -  m + Ml’” (cos o l
n=0 m=-n ' •
* V - rorr-TT V
.■1 initf+ (n + n'1I'™_|(cos '’jjuU + 0(M“) on r.. » a .
(4.4.11)
The last step before solving this problem is to take the Fourier transform 
with respect to T of equation (4.1.9) and conditions (4.1.11) and
(4.4.11). Thus finally we have to find the solution of
f e f e  ■ ° (4.4.12)
satisfying the conditions
f  ’  C0 Y j  Y j  ^ <k> [ '2 U n  I  O  ( n ‘ ! + k 2a 2)P “ _ j(c o a  0X) + ikaP“ (cos 0X)
'“ T(n2n+ I)0  (n + 2 - k 2a2)p“+I(cos 0X)J e
n=0 m=-n
(4.4.13)
and
ilcT behaves like an outgoing wave as r coX ( 4 . 4 . 1 4 )
The solution of (4.4.12) to (4.4.14) is
n=0 m=-u
3M (n+m ) , 2  2 , hn - l  (k rX) „m , . . hn (k V  .— -  -  (n -  1 + k a )   P , (cos 0V) + lk a    P^(cos 0V)2(2n + 1) h ^ ' ( k a )  n-1
.(2)
h ( 2 ) ’ (k a ) n X
3 M( n - m + l )  , . „ . 2 2X hn+l (k r X) „ N— 2(0 + n (n + 2'-k a > ToVi  P.^ ikos 9V)
„ « V a >  « * •
imt)
(4.4.15)
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where h is the spherical Hanlcel function of the second kind and nth n
order. In order to evaluate <j> it is necessary to take the inverse 
Fourier transform of <{>q . In general this will be a very complicated 
process. However, under certain conditions the inversion is comparatively 
simple.
First let us consider the case when the body surface vibration is 
simple harmonic in time so that we can write
m, N „m Ikte (t) = E e (4.4.16)n n
where Em and k are constant. Then n
= ?0eiKT , (4.4.17)
(2)
and using (4.4.9) and (4.4.15) we find that
C0_ eiKjx+M(r+(a3/2r2))cos 0} ^  ^  x
n=0 m=-n
h(2  ^(Vr)v , 3M(n+m) , t , 2 2, n-1 U ,
2(2n + 1) ?n 1 +K a ) (2)' . n-1 (cos 1
n-I (K3)
h(2) <«r)
+ iica j  Pm (cos 6)
h (2) (Ka) n n
_ 3M(n -m + 1) 2 2 . hn+l (lcr)2(2n + 1) 7 + 2 - <*a*) —A p   P™ (cos 0) f elm!?
K («a) In+1
  (4.4.18)
A second set of conditions which simplifies the inversion is 
obtained when lcr ^ 1 and ka ^  1 , that is cj) represents the acousticX
velocity potential generated in the far field by a compact vibrating 
sphere. It is not particularly illuminating to apply this limit directly 
to equation (4.4.15) since one or more of the terms in the double sum may 
be zero for a particular vibration. This will affect which terms are of 
the lowest order in ka and hence which should be retained. However,
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it is useful to derive one general result which will be applied in the 
analysis of the examples described in the following subsections. From 
Rayleigh’s formulae (equations 10.1.25 and 10.1.26 of Ref 7)
Thus
h(2)«) = in+1 i /n 5 {■ • ° ( / ) }
and
h<2) (Q = i ,(2n)_L 5 n 1 j 1 + 0(5)} 
11 2nn!
Hence
u(2)/i \ “ikrvh (lcr„) 0n , n .n+2 X .n X' .n 2 n! (ka) e , 1 , „ ^ ,~7vrrr~  “ i 7 ?------- --- ;— ;—  ---- when 7—  , ka ^  1
hi  ^ (ka)  ^ n X X
  (4.4.20)
n
which is the required result.
4.4.3 The acoustic field generated by a pulsating sphere
A ’pulsating’ sphere is taken here to be one whose centre remains 
fixed whilst its radius oscillates about the mean value a . This defini­
tion implies that the equation of the body surface can be written as
r = ajl + c^(t)} . (4.4.21)
Thus the acoustic velocity potential can be derived from the analysis of
the last subsection by putting e° = £ , and e™ = 0 for all othera iKTvalues of m and n . In the simple harmonic case, where e = E ep p
say, equation (4.4.18) shows that
S  iK|T+M(r+a9/2r2)cos 0}
K 'p6 ik a
h^2) (kt) 
h ^  (Ka)
im d o  h[2^(Kr)3M 2 2. 1 a—r- (2 — k a ) 7a\ ,---  cos 0
2 h,U) (Ka)
(4.4.22)
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The presence of a uniform stream has two effects on the acoustic 
velocity potential. First it modifies the argument of the exponential 
function by a term due to convection by the flow of the acoustic wave­
fronts which is a feature common to all solutions of equation (4.1.5). 
Secondly, and more interestingly, there is a term depending on 6 in
addition to the monopole normally associated with acoustic generation
by a pulsating body. This term must arise from the variation in momen­
tum of the surrounding flow produced by the change in volume of the sphere 
(although it is not particularly obvious why it should disappear when 
Ka = / 2 ) .
When the sphere is compact, we can use result (4.4.20) in equation
(4.4.15) to show that in the far field
(4.4.23)
The inverse Fourier transform is given by
OO
(4.4.24)
and thus
00 CO
dk
—CO —oo
which leads to
(4.4.25)
Hence noting condition (4.1.3)
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  e ’ (x - r +r p Mx) (1
3M cos 0 
2 (4.4.26)
The last result is equivalent to that obtained by Dowling under 
similar conditions. This is most easily seen by considering the equation
which is given in section 3 of her paper. In order to recover equation
(4.4.26) it is necessary to take account of the differences in notation
If this is done the two forms for the acoustic velocity potential are 
found to be identical.
4.4.4 The acoustic field generated by a juddering sphere
A ’juddering' sphere is taken to be one whose radius remains fixed 
whilst its centre oscillates about the mean position, which is the origin 
in this case. This definition implies a body surface equation of the form
where £ ^  a . This equation can be expanded in the small parameter If a 
to give to first order
(4.4.27)
which can be done by making the following substitutions in equation
(4.4.27):
M ■+ -M; U “CqM; <f>(r),t) -> CQM£(r) + <f>(r,x);
4 *4~ . . ir - £(t) I a (4.4.28)
r (4.4.29)
that is
r - a + £ cos 0 + £ sin 0 cos # + £ sin 0 sin ^ ,x y z (4.4.30)
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where &x, ll and are the cartesian components of i . Using
formulae 8.4.3, 8.6.17 and 8.2.5 of Ref 7, we find
and
PG(cos 0) 
Pj ^ (cos 0) 
P j(cos 0)
Pj(cos 0)
= 5 sin 0 ,
= sin 0
= cos 0
(4.4.31)
Thus equation (4.4.30) can be written
r - a - H P. (cos 0) x 1
0 / ~ y  M  i $-   p (cos 0)e
—  ] — i- (£ + iH )P. (cos 0)e = 0y z l (4.4.32)
and comparing this with equation (4.4.6) we see that
en = 0 , e
-1 1
—  U  - iH ) , 2a y z *
> (4.4.33)
= 4. (£ + 9 and em = o if n 2 .a y n
When the juddering is simple harmonic, equation (4.4.18) implies
that
c0 iK [T+M|r+(a3/2r2)}cos 0] 2 2 : a h<2) (icr) 
t/2*' (Ka)
/f° “ P° \E1 2 0(cos 0) + e |Pq (cos 0)e
h[2)(Kr)
-pyr— v r i _ »|e8P°(cos 0) + eJpJ(cos 8)e^
+ Ej *Pj1 (cos 0)e
- (3 - K2a2) ‘2hP*(Kr)h0(2)'(Ka) |e°MP2(cos 0) + E,1 “ P*(cos 0)e1<?'1 2 2 
+ E~J P23(cos Q)e~x^|
(4.4.34)
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Using formulae 8.4.1, 8.5.1, 8.4.5 arid 8.5.3 of Ref 7 we can show that
Pq (cos 0) PQ(cos 0) 1 , Pq (cos 0)
^2 (cos B) P2(cos 0) 3 cos 0 - 1
Ppcos 0) = 3 sin 0 cos 0 and P9 (cos 0) - n sin 0 cos 0
(4.4.35)
Thus if I = Le1KT = (L ,L ,L )e'LK'L say, then remembering relationx y z
(4.4.16) and using relations (4.4.31) and (4.4.33), we have
1KT
0^ i.K|j+M|r+(aB/2r2)j cos 0] 2 x.(2)'(^a)
h[2>(KD
hP>'(Ka) cos 0 + (L cos # + L* sin #) sin b} 1 x y z »
2 2, h„(2)(>cr)—JL-S I . / -j  |l (3 cos^O - 1) + 3(L cos i? +• L sin #) sin 6 cos 0}h/; («a) x y z
which can be written more neatly as
3) e iK [r + M jr + (a ^ /2 r 2 ) |  cos 0 j  : Mk a2 2 h/S2)(icr)
h^'(Ka)
hf2)(Kr)
7(2T (Ka) r
M(3 -tc 2a2)
(9) h k“ (« r )
(2) K^r; / r '\ ------ 13 — COS 0 - I I(<a) ' /
(4.4.36)
The acoustic velocity potential now has two extra terms due to the 
uniform stream. The presence of the second of these terms, a quadrupole, 
might have been anticipated by arguing from the result for a pulsating 
sphere along the following lines: a monopole plus uniform flow past a 
sphere creates an additional dipole; therefore a dipole plus uniform flow 
past a sphere creates an additional quadrupole. I^t is interesting to note 
that the additional term this time is zero when Ka = /3 .) As we shall
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see, the other extra term can be explained much more rigorously by examin­
ing the acoustic field generated by a dipole in a uniform stream.
But first it is necessary to find <j> in the far field of a compact 
juddering sphere, which we can do more or less directly from equation
(4.4.36). Comparing equations (4.4.15) and (4.4.18), which hold for a 
general vibration of the sphere, it is obvious that in this case
co ~ , 
k I ‘ -<
Mk2a2 h0 (krX)
l/2)' (ka)
i + ika hl (krX} r 
h[2)*(ka) r
M(3 -lc2a2) h2 (krX^
h<2) ' (ka) ( 3 I  co s  6x r i )
(4.4.37)
coa k t “lk rx------ £e
rx
IM t t
I 2 - 2r
M ( 
2 \
•+ l'
r cos 9X " I (4.4.38)
using equation (4.4.20). Taking the inverse Fourier transform and then 
transforming back into physical space-time coordinates we find
(4.4.39)
The last equation is useful because by comparing it with the acoustic 
velocity potential generated by a dipole in a uniform stream it is possible 
to explain the presence of an omnidirectional term in the ({> generated by 
a juddering sphere. To make the point we need only consider simple 
harmonic time variation.
Referring back to equation (4.2.10), we can obtain the acoustic 
velocity potential for a dipole at the origin, fe , by deleting the mono-
• 4  ( fpole term, which does not depend on b , and substituting the fundamental 
solution
-ikr
fe = TrnT * (4.4.40)
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Then changing lc to k , to be consistent with the notation used in this 
section, we have in the far field
The two terms in brackets in the last expression are identical to the 
first two in curly brackets of (4.4.39). Thus these two terms together 
constitute the true equivalent, with flow, of the dipole field normally 
associated with the juddering sphere when there is no flow.
We shall postpone a comparison of result (4.4.39) with that derived 
in Ref 9, because it is complicated by the different coordinate systems 
employed by the two authors. This leads us conveniently into the subject 
of the next section.
4.5 Which listener understands most about aircraft noise?
Let us now investigate one fundamental reason for the elegant 
simplicity of the result (4.2.8) we obtained three sections ago. I refer 
specifically to the coordinate system we worked in. The observations I 
am going to make in this section come out most forcibly if we adopt a 
particularly simple example, that of far-field scattering, by a perfectly 
hard, acoustically compact, sphere, of sound generated by a constant 
frequency monopole source of acoustic velocity potential. Perhaps it is 
as well to note here that we have been guilty of slight carelessness so 
far in this chapter by failing to ascribe an acoustic variable to any 
verbal description of a source in flow. This type of omission can lead to 
serious misunderstanding. For example, although the distinction between 
a monopole of acoustic velocity potential and one of acoustic pressure is 
of no real consequence when there is no basic flow, it becomes of crucial 
importance when there is flow, as the two types of source generate 
completely different fields. This point has been well made by Warren1G.
To derive the solution to our model problem, we must first find 
fe . It is mathematically convenient to centre the sphere on the origin 
and so we shall move the source to some point fe say. fe then 
satisfies the appropriate forms of (4.2.4) to (4.2.6) which are
(4.5.1)
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— —  = 0  on r = a , (4.5.2)3r
3<j>f
and
A e lkT behaves like an outgoing wave as r -> °° . (4.5.3)f
The exact solution of this problem is well known (see for example page 369 
of Ref 11). The easiest way to construct the approximate version of 
we require is to start from the exact form of the solution when the source 
is on the positive x-axis which is
-ik|r-r0| . k  A  j^(ka)t/2)(lcr ) ( .
-- + TT / (2n + 1) ~ — Try?------- hU \kr)P (cos 0)411 L  h<2) (ka)
(4.5.4)
If we next make the assumption that ka and (1/kr) ^  1 , we can 
combine (4.4.20) with result 10.1.2 of Ref 7 to obtain
jf(ka)h(2)(kr) n n
h<2>'(ka) n
.3 -ilcr (ka) e
3 kr if n = 0
n(ka) 2n+l -ikre
(n + 1) (2n + 1) kr if n > 0. (4.5.5)
Hence
-ik I r-r r
4u jr - r_|
. -ikrie
4irr
(ka)
A  (kV
x -
n=l
2nn! n(ka)2n+1
(2n) n + 1 h^2  ^(lcrn)P (cos n O n B)
(4.5.6)
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This expression has different forms according to whether kr^ ^ 0(1) or 
<0(1) . In the first case
»i —r "V-lk r-r.
/ I ft ft 4ir r - r.
. 3-ikr i(ka) e
4irr ± h ’2)(krQ) - i li{2) (krQ) cos e| (4.5.7)
and in the second
-ik | r-rr
ilea eilcr
4Trr
0
cos 0 (4.5.8)
In order to evaluate (j> , we substitute the latter results together 
with the expression for $ given by (4.4.3), which was obtained for a 
sphere centred on the origin, into equation (4.2.8) with b = 0 . In 
addition however we must take account of the fact that we moved the source 
from the origin, by replacing $(0) with j and to make the result­
ing equation applicable to any source point we replace cos 0 in (4.5.7) 
and (4.5.8) by the general expression for the cosine of the angle between 
the source-origin line and the field point-origin line. At the end of all 
this we get
ikjj+Mjr cos 0 - {rQ+(a^/2rQ» cos 0q}]
... . 3-ikr i . i(ka) e
4n r-t. 4irr
jl h^2tokr0) - i- hptokrQ)(cos 0Q cos 0 + sin sin 6 cos (0 - if krQ > 0(1)
( 4 . 5 . 9 )
and
ik[x+M|r cos 0 - (r0+(a3/2r2)) cos 0Q|]
-ik|?-?0l _ikr 25 - ikae / JL. \4»r 2 (rj4i t-r.
{cos 0Ocos 8 + sin 0A sin Q cos if kr0<0(l)
(4.5.10)
where = (r0>e0to0) .
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These equations can be tidied up a little by ignoring terms of 
2 20(Mica(a /fe)) which in both cases are an order smaller than those 
retained for the scattered acoustic velocity potential. The latter can 
now be identified by the dependence of its amplitude on a . We shall 
also expand the incident acoustic velocity potential on the assumption 
that (fe/r) ^  1 , a condition which holds automatically in (4.5.10), but 
imposes the extra restriction kr ^  lcfe on (4.5.9). Thus the final form 
in which we express the approximate solution to our model problem is
ik{t t (1 —M cos 6)-Mrg cos 8q J^ e_________________4rcr
r ikroX e jcos 0q cos 6 + sin 0Q sin 0 cos($-#q)} (ka^ e1^ 0kr0
0„ cos 8 + sin 0q sin 8 cos(# d V 0JI if kr > krQ >0(1)
(4.5.11)
and
iik{T-r(l-M cos 0)}
Airr cos 0q cos 0 + sin 6q sin 0 coso» - «„>} if krQ <0(1) .
(4.5.12)
It is important to notice that these equations retain the same overall 
shape as the general result (4.2.8) and in particular, because we chose 
a simple monopole source, their only dependence on Mach number is a slight 
modification to the phase consistent with the propagation through a 
uniform stream which takes place in the far field. Again we emphasise 
that this simple description results entirely from working in a frame of 
reference fixed relative to the source and scattering body.
Crighton offered, in Ref 12, an analysis of the self-same problem 
we have just solved. His method of solution was different however since he 
did not have available my recently discovered transformation. Because he 
chose an acoustically compact body for his scatterer, he was able to employ 
the method of matched expansions to join solutions of Laplace's equation, 
which governs the acoustic field in the neighbourhood of the sphere, to
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solutions of the convected wave equation which controls acoustic propaga­
tion in the far field. This procedure is comparatively easy when the 
source is in the acoustic near field of the sphere. (It is more than mere 
coincidence that the O(kfe) term in (4.5.12) bears a strong resemblance 
to the solution of Laplace's equation representing incompressible potential 
flow due to a uniform stream past the sphere, but expressed in the 
coordinates of the source point rather than those of the field point.) 
However the matching process is much more complicated otherwise and the 
solution he obtained when the source is in the far field is incorrect.
One may get some idea of the shear drudgery (which must have contributed 
in no small measure to Crighton making his mistake) involved in applying 
the matched asymptotic expansion technique, by examining the correct 
analysis presented in Appendix B. Apart from the error in his analysis, 
Crighton made life more difficult for himself by writing his results in 
emission time coordinates before interpreting them. Let us see what 
effect this procedure has on our solution, but, before we do, we must 
describe this alternative coordinate system.
Emission time coordinates exist on the assumption that the propaga­
tion effects of flow on a sound wave can be largely accounted for by 
expressing the acoustic quantities in space coordinates centred on the 
apparent point of emission. This works well in the case of a single point 
source in a uniform stream as illustrated in Fig 23a. As soon as a wave 
is generated by the source, at T “ Te say, it begins to. propagate away 
spherically. Of course this spherical propagation takes place in a 
framework fixed relative to the fluid and so as time goes on the centre, 
which is the apparent point of emission of the waves, moves downstream
with the fluid. Thus the emission time coordinates (r ,0 ,$) are relatede e
to (r,0,$) (distinguished from now on by the phrase 'reception time 
coordinates', since they refer to the position of the source at the time 
the wave is received) by
r cos 0 = r cos 0 + M ( t  -  t  )e e e (4.5.13)
r sin 0 = r sin 0e e (4.5.14)
and
r T “ Te (4.5 .15)e
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These follow from simple geometry and the fact that the propagation 
distance rg of the wave equals the speed of sound times the propagation
time, that is t - x . Note that the azimuthal angle 0 is unaffected 
because it varies only in planes perpendicular to the flow.
The physical basis for the use of emission time coordinates is 
probably made clearer by bringing the listener to rest relative to the 
uniform flow, as in Fig 23b, thereby fixing him at a constant value of the 
coordinate x defined by
The source then moves with velocity “CqMi and, since the sound wave once 
generated has no direct connection with the source, and its centre remains 
fixed, it is perhaps logical to refer the wave to the point where it first 
appeared in the fluid.
We can extend the arguments just given in favour of the use of 
emission time coordinates for describing the sound field generated by a 
point source, to that produced by any combination of sources and scattering 
bodies which are compact and lie well within a wavelength of each other, 
and thus whose sizes and relative positions are incapable of resolution 
acoustically. In such circumstances the apparent point of emission for 
every part of the field, be it attributable to generation by a source or 
to scattering by a body, is effectively the same.
In the case of the acoustic field given by equation (4.5.12), which, 
because ka and kr^ are supposed ^  1 , is clearly an example of the 
type of arrangement described above, the obvious choice for the apparent 
point of emission at the time of emission is the origin of our (r,0,$) 
coordinates. Hence we may rewrite (4.5.12) using equations (4.5.13) to
(4.5.15) directly to find that in the far field, to first order in M ,
X x - M(x - x ) e (4.5.16)
i k ( x - r e) cos 0_ cos 0 + s in  8_ s in  0 co s(#  - 0_______e_________ 0_______e  O'
4irre ( l  + M cos 0&) 3 + ^ 1 + M cos 0e
+ H cos 0,0
(4.5.17)
Here we find that a certain simplification in the phase of (j) has been 
achieved at the expense of introducing some dependence of the amplitude
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on M . So perhaps we might conclude from this example that at least 
equation (4.5.12) is no more difficult to interpret in emission time 
coordinates than reception time coordinates.
But now consider equation (4.5.11). This time there are two equally 
plausible alternatives for the apparent centre of emission and they are 
very definitely acoustically distinct from each other, being at least of 
the order of a wavelength apart. One is the source point and the other 
the centre of the scattering sphere. If we choose the latter as Crighton 
did, then equation (4.5.11) becomes
ik(T-r )
Airr (1 + M cos 9 )
ikr^jcos Uq cos t>e + sin Oq sin 0 cos(fl-i?^)} /(I + Hcos 0^)
(ka) e3 -ikrQ(l+M cos 6q)kr.
3 + i (> “ krj
cos 6_ cos 0 + sin 8„ sin 6 cos(# - <?_) 0___ e_____U___ e______ u_1 + M cos 0 + M cos 0,
  (4.5.18)
Gone now is the possibility of separating scattering and propagation 
effects in an easy and straightforward manner. Indeed looking at equation
(4.5.18) one would never suspect that such a simple description as that 
given in section 4.2 existed, and there is great danger of concluding, as 
Crighton did, that even potential flow at low Mach number affects the 
incident and scattered acoustic fields quite differently. Whereas we 
know from equation (4.5.11) that this is not true.
There is further evidence of a more practical nature that reception 
time coordinates may be the best reference frame for understanding what 
goes into creating a given aircraft noise field. For certain configura­
tions of aircraft, shielding is an important feature in fixing the 
directivity of the noise arriving in the far field. The existence of bodies 
such as the wings and fuselage between an engine and the listener produces 
at a high enough frequency (typically 500 Hz and above) significant shadow 
regions whose boundaries are determined by the geometric arrangement of 
the sources and shielding bodies. Provided the sources remain fixed 
relative to the aircraft (as is the case for noise generated inside the 
engine by combustion for example), the shadow boundaries do not move as
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the flow past the aircraft changes, as the \d.nd tunnel results of Jeffrey 
13and Holbeche illustrate. And of course if the boundaries were to move
we would know that the source had moved as well. This assertion is in
14fact crucial to a source location technique which involves the gradual 
unshielding of a jet in order to obtain a representative noise source dis­
tribution, and then to find how that distribution changes with the speed of 
an external stream.
Let us now try and summarise the findings of this section in order to 
draw some conclusions about the suitability of the two coordinate systems 
we have discussed for the presentation of aircraft noise measurements.
The noise produced by an aircraft flying at a constant velocity may be 
sensibly regarded as statistically stationary. In such circumstances, it 
is natural to regard the noise as a steady state field being carried along 
by the aircraft as it moves. So from this point of view reception time 
coordinates would seem the best frame of reference in which to describe the 
noise. But the important question we must answer for the purposes of 
scientific research is whether the field looks simpler in this frame than 
in emission time coordinates. The answer based on the admittedly limited 
evidence we have presented here is undoubtedly yes. Although in the far 
field aircraft noise effectively comes from a point source some way behind 
the aircraft, the directivity of that source depends on the particular 
arrangement of sources, scattering bodies and basic flow which exist in 
the near field. Since in practice these various elements will not be 
contained in an acoustically compact region, emission time coordinates 
with their property of concentrating on a single apparent point of 'emission 
can only serve to confuse the many different effects of flow on acoustic 
generation, scattering and propagation, and hence make the job of inter­
preting experimental results that much more difficult. Taking all this 
into consideration the author can only conclude that the answer to the 
question posed in the title of this section is: ’the listener who thinks
in coordinates fixed in the aircraft body!'
Before leaving this section we ought to point out that emission 
time coordinates do have their uses. For example when we want to correct 
noise data for the effect of atmospheric absorption it is important that 
we base our calculation on the propagation distance r^ . Emission time 
coordinates may sometimes simplify the appearance of a particular field.
If we return to equation (4.4.39) for the acoustic velocity potential 
generated by a compact juddering sphere and rewrite it using (4.5.13) 
to (4.5.15), we find
where r = (cos 0fi, sin 0^ cos 0, sin 0g sin 0) . Although this 
expression perhaps looks simpler, X am not convinced that it is any easier 
to interpret than the original. However if we go on to calculate the 
acoustic pressure through the relation
p ~ - R0c0d “ M cos 0)
which holds in the far field, we obtain
a^R» / Mi
U t ’” (t - r ) . It + -f- } . (4.5.20)
2r (1 + M cos 0 )4 6 \ e Be e
After differences in notation have been accounted for, this equation isgequivalent to equation (20) of Dowling’s paper , evaluated for a sphere
which is juddering simple harmonically in time. (There is a misprint
in this equation and the final quantity M should read M .)m m
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This Thesis has only scratched the surface of the general problem 
of acoustic propagation in low Mach number flow. However I believe that 
the few results presented here have at least shown that this area of 
research is both interesting and can provide genuine insight into the 
operation of acoustic propagation, leading perhaps to ways of reducing 
the nuisance created by aircraft. As one who has to suffer the SBAC air 
show every two years, I certainly hope so.
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DERIVATION OF THE RAY DEFLECTION PRODUCED BY A REGION 
OF SOLID BODY ROTATION
The first step in any ray theory calculation is to trace the rays 
which determine the paths along which acoustic energy propagates. Fig 19 
illustrates a typical ray which passes through the region of solid body 
rotation. Before the incident acoustic disturbance reaches the rotating 
region, each ray simply lies on a straight line through the source at a 
constant angle a to the 0 = 0  direction. The ray’s direction is 
identical to that of the wavefront normal at this stage, a fact which 
holds generally in stationary fluid. At point A where the ray first 
crosses the vortex boundary, the normal to the wavefront changes dis- 
continuously in a manner which can be determined from the exact solution 
to the problem of acoustic refraction by a plane vortex sheet dividing 
two uniform streams. This is a consequence of the ray theory assumption 
that at each point the acoustic disturbance is affected only by the basic 
flow in an infinitesimal neighbourhood about that point. Once inside the 
rotating region, the ray is turned continuously in the way described by 
Broadbent until it reaches the bounding vortex sheet again at point B . 
Here the wavefront normal undergoes another discontinuous change and then 
the ray continues in a straight line in the direction of the normal until
it reaches infinity. Each ray can be identified by the value of a with
which it leaves the source. In order to fix position along the ray we 
shall use £ as a parameter so that the equation of the ray is of the 
form
0 = 0R(£, a) . (A—1)
The object of this Appendix is to determine
©co(a) = Lim 0R . (A-2)
We begin our determination with some straightforward trigonometry. 
Referring to Fig 19 again and applying the sine rule to triangle SOA we 
find (since OS is twice 0A)
sin 0 _ sin a
2 ~ 1
Appendix A
\
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and hence
= sin *(2 sin a) . (A-3)
In addition,
0A = 77 + a ~ 3 ♦ (A-4)
In the neighbourhood of A the acoustic disturbance is determined by the 
solution to the problem illustrated in Fig 20. Rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates x^, y^ have been chosen with A as origin so that the y^- 
axis is in the direction of 0 = 0^ , and the x^-axis is in the direction 
of 0 decreasing. The acoustic pressure is continuous across the vortex 
sheet at y^ = 0 , and so its x and x^ variation must be the same 
above and below the sheet. Above the x^-axis the acoustic pressure is 
given by the sum of incident and reflected waves, that is
ilc(x-x. sin 3+yA cos B) ik(x-x. sin 3-yA cos 3)
P - PM e + PAre (yA >°> >
  (A-5)
where P ^  and PAr are the amplitudes of the incident and reflected 
waves respectively. Below the x^-axis p is a solution of a convected 
wave equation of similar form to (2.3.9),
(8T " M 8xa )
1
3xi  * 8
► p = o (A-6)
and hence the transmitted wave is
p = PAte
ik|x-xA sin 3+y^O+M sin 3)2-sin2 3 j-
(A-7)
P^ being its amplitude. Thus the angle y that the wavefront normal 
makes to the direction of 0 = 0^ - it , just inside the rotating flow, is 
given by
tan y = sin 3
/(1 + M sin 3)^ - sin2f
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implying
sin B /* o\Sln Y = . (A-8)1 + M s m  p
We note two things about the last equation. First the condition 
sin y| <  1 produces
<  sin B <  — — tt . (A-9)1 + M --- " 1 - M
Hence there is a lower bound to 3 of sin ^(1/1 + M) below which the 
incident waves are totally reflected and hence the acoustic disturbance 
does not penetrate the rotating fluid. Secondly for values of B above 
this bound
sin Y to sin $
except when 3 and y are both zero, and so in general the wavefront 
normal receives a negative rotation as the acoustic disturbance passes 
through the vortex sheet.
The path the ray takes from A to B can be calculated from the 
lower of equations (65) in Ref 6. After accounting for differences in 
notation between that and the present analysis we find
= 0^ - tt + 2(y + M cos y) • (A-10)
We should point out that this equation holds strictly only when the speed
of sound is constant, but the consequent error is of the same type and 
order as that introduced in section 3.3. The ray has a single point of 
closest approach to the origin of polar coordinates 0 and its geometry is 
symmetric about the line through that point and 0. From this symmetry we
deduce that the wave normal is at an angle -y to the line 0 = 0^ just
before the ray crosses the vortex sheet again. Note that the wavefront 
normal has been given a continuous positive rotation as the acoustic dis­
turbance propagated from A to B .
In the neighbourhood of B the acoustic pressure is determined by 
the solution of a similar problem to that which determined it at A . In 
particular we obtain
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s in  - i f  13 T'-T-tr—T  7 (A-11)I + M bIii A
• / \ ain 6 , i i i \
which upon comparison with equation (A-8) shows that
6 - - 3 . (A-l2)
It is interesting to observe that the ray geometry retains the symmetry 
described above even though the rotating region is bounded by a vortex 
sheet. As a consequence the wavefront normal receives another negative
rotation as the acoustic disturbance crosses the vortex sheet at B just
as it did at A .
To complete the determination of 0^ we apply some elementary 
geometry to derive
= 0R + 6 (A-l3)00 13
and then simply combine this with equations (A-3), (A-4), (A-8), (A-10) 
and (A-l2) to obtain
- 0 . -l/n N , 0 . “1 2 sin a0 = a - 2 s m  (2 s m  a) + 2 s m 1 + 2M sin a
♦ 2M - 4 sin2a (A_,4)
1 + 2M s m  a
Figs 21 and 22 illustrate the dependence of 0ro on a for the complete 
range of Mach numbers covered by Figs 2 to 16. These graphs clearly show 
the opposing nature of the effects produced by the positive vorticity 
inside the solid body rotation and the negative vorticity in the vortex 
sheet which exactly cancels the positive. Near a = 0 the convective 
effect of the rotating fluid dominates and 0^ consists approximately of 
a constant shift which increases linearly with M together with a direct 
variation with a . In this region the rays are deflected upwards by an 
amount, 0ro - a , which is roughly constant. However as |a| increases 
the refraction due to the vortex sheet takes over to become dominant when 
|a| lies between 20 and 30°.
The existence of two opposing effects creates the possibility of 
interference between acoustic energy packets arriving along different rays, 
When one adds in those rays which miss the rotating region it can be seen
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that as many as three can end up propagating in the same far-field 
direction on the opposite side of the solid body rotation to the source. 
Further, when it is remembered that we have completely ignored the 
reflected rays which arise every time a ray encounters the vortex sheet, 
it is obvious that the total interference pattern must be extremely 
difficult to calculate. In order to produce a quantitative comparison with 
the values of A presented in Figs 2 to 16 would require not only the 
acoustic pressure amplitude on each ray to be evaluated, as is usual in 
ray theory calculations, but also the phase so that the right amount of 
interference between signals arriving along different paths could be deter­
mined. The complexity of such a procedure, arising as it does from the 
unrealistic way the basic flow suddenly assumes stagnation conditions out­
side the rotating region, renders the calculation pointless from the view 
of assessing the efficacy of ray theory for predicting refraction by vortex 
flows which occur in practice. Hence we will be content to end this line 
of investigation here, having at least explained why A evolves into an 
interference pattern as ka 00 .
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SCATTERING DUE TO A COMPACT SPHERE EVALUATED BY THE METHOD 
OF MATCHED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
The main purpose of this Appendix is to highlight the degree of 
simplification the discovery of the transformation described in section
4.1 has brought to the analysis of problems involving acoustic propagation 
in potential flow at low Mach number. Without that transformation one is 
forced to approximate, what is after all, an already highly idealised 
governing acoustic equation, by assuming for example that the wave number 
is small. We illustrate the kind of matching process that ensues by 
solving again the problem posed in section 4.5 of scattering by a compact 
sphere, from scratch, without recourse to the transformation.
Let us begin by restating the equation and boundary conditions to be 
solved in a more convenient form:
eikT6(? - fQ) , (B-l)
= 0 on r = a , (B-2)
and
<p ~ an outgoing wave as kr -*• 00 . (B-3)
The existence in this problem of two length scales, namely the sphere’s 
radius a and the acoustic wavelength 2ir/k , whose magnitudes bear no 
comparison to each other (remember ka <  1 and thus a <  2ir/k) means that 
the differential operator in equation (B-l) can be non-dimensionalised in 
two completely different ways. Accordingly we introduce two new space 
coordinates
5 = —  and p E kr , (B-4)cl
the former being 0(1) in the neighbourhood of the sphere where (B-2) 
obtains, and the latter in the sphere’s geometric far field which includes 
the region where (B-3) holds. We thus have an inner region in which the 
acoustic velocity potential satisfies
Appendix B
i2 - 2ikMV^r cos 0 + ~ . V + k.
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v2<(, =
and
1 K T
+ 2ikaMV, E, cos 0 + cos
2t
2 2. V <(> - k a < (B-5)
on E, = 1 (B-6)
and an outer region where
j v 2 - 2iMVrj(n cos 0) . = - kelkT<$(n - krQ)
and
+ 2ik3a3MV . V <p (B-7)n 2n2 to
\an outgoing wave as n -to 00 . (B-8)
The meaning of the notation used above is probably obvious, but neverthe­
less I shall define it in detail: V2 e  a2V2; f - r/a; E  aV;
V2 = (l/k2)V2; = (l/k)V; s = if .
As in the previous solution of this problem two distinct cases can 
be identified: (i) rQ/a - ?q ~ 0(0 when the monopole source is in the
geometric near field of the sphere and hence the delta function in equation
(B-7) is zero; (ii) kr^ = r\q = 0(0 which implies the converse, that the
delta function in (B-5) is zero. It turns out that (i) is easier to
analyse and so we shall examine this case first.
The obvious place to start is in the inner region where the source
is situated. Let us suppose that the acoustic velocity potential can be
written as the asymptotic series
lKT T T (B-9)
n=0
co
in this region, the gauge functions ig I having the properties
t n L=0
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I
I , . . .  Sn+1g - 1 and Lim — =—  = 0 . (B-10)
U ka-X) gn
Substituting the series into (B-5) and (B-6), and then letting ka ft 0 , 
we find the following equation and condition for the first term:
and
**0
-T?- = 0 on 5 ~ 1 (B-l2)95
Using the fact that the solution of Laplace's equation representing a 
monopole is the generating function for Legendre polynomials, that is
I *+ -3“
K - Kr n=0
( L i V i
n \  /  vo
n
(C <  c0)
we can show that the general solution of (B-ll) and (B-l2) is
4Tra ft -+\K - Kr n=0
n+1
oo n
n=0 m=-n
Aomn Y  * r i b
r-n-l\„m/ im#5 IP (cos 0)e
(B-l3)
assuming that has to be continuous and periodic in # and finite
Xover the range 0 <  0  <  it . The A are at this stage undeterminedomn
since we do not have enough information in the inner region to define 
(j)1 uniquely. The extra condition we require must come from matching with 
the solution in the outer region where the form of (B-13), written in terms 
of n , as ka ft 0 , together with (B-7) and (B-8) does lead to a unique 
solution.
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In the outer region we will assume that
ikT \ 0,0,fee / O A h )/ , n n
n=0
(B—14)
where again the gauge functions satisfy
0 8n+l
gn = 1 and Lim — = 0 . (B-15)
ka-K) gn
The equation and one condition for (J>q , derived from (B-7) and (B-8), are
V2 - 2iMV (n cos 0) . V + licj>A = 0 (B-16)n n ti ■ | 0
(remembering that the delta function is zero in the outer region) and
0 ikx •$Qe ~ an outgoing wave as n ■+ 00 . (B—17)
The most general solution representing <f>B is
,0 iMn cos 0 \  .0 , (2) , . m , . im# .= e > ) A h (n)P (cos 0)e + 0(M ) , (B-18)0 omn n n
n=0 m=-n
where the AG are for the moment arbitrary, omn
Now the method of matched asymptotic expansions, in its basic form 
at least, prescribes that we should equate
and ^(kaf) as ka -to 0 .
First
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n=0 xn=
\nJL]  + — -ka/ n+1 (t F I _,m, Qs im# P (cos 0)e n
i / n _ \ >  s i*» 
omn\ka) n as ka -> 0 (B-19)
n=0 m=-n
Next, using the second equation under (4.4.19),
= eikaM£ cos 9 A° h (2) (ka?)Pm (cos 0)eiml? + 0(M2) omn n n
n=0 m=-n
n
A0 (2n)j  Fm (cos e)e1OT? + 0(M2)
J omn 2nn! (ka£) nn=0 m=-n
= i L0 (2n)! 1omn
n=0 m=-n 2nn!
n+1
0a . im# . 2vP (cos 0)e + 0(M )n (B-20)
Finally comparing (B-19) and (B-20) we see that
aJ" - 0 , AG „ = - and AG = 0  for all n >  0omn 000 4tt omn
So the results of the first part of the matching process are
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and
i—  e "A4ir 0
ik iMn cos 0 . (2) —  e h ' (n) + o(m 2) .
All that work and yet no scattered acoustic velocity potential in the outer 
region. We must therefore return to the inner region and compute the next 
term in the asymptotic series.
The form of the expansion (B-9) depends on the choice of gauge 
functions we make, and this to some extent is arbitrary. However some 
choices are better than others. The ability to pick the best one depends 
on diagnosing the important features of a particular problem correctly, 
experience, and above all luck! If we examine equation (B-5) it at least
Iappears reasonable that we should try putting gj equal to ka . Then 
substituting
A1 + kaA1
into (B-5) and (B-6), and equating terms of 0(ka) we find
(B-23)
and
0 on 5 - (B-24)
Now if iM4> is a solution of Laplace’s equation we can show that
A 2 I - T I 2A
V o  + 2V  0 V o  + V ? *
(B-25)
from (B-ll). Taking
*(5) , COS 05 cos 0 + ---=—
(surprise, surprise!) and subtracting (B-25) times iM from (B-23), 
we obtain
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vc (4  - iM i%) " ¥  • (B-26)
Since both 3^/9C and 3<{>q /3C are zero on 6 - 1 » the general solution 
of (B-26) satisfying (B-24) is
I xM | Q . cos 0
1 = 4VI I5 cos 6 * — 1-  - 50 cos -o
C O S
2?; -r -£ I / .n=0
n+1
oo n
A lmn
n=0 m=-n
(,_n . n r-n-l\ . im#5 + S T T 5 JPn (cos 6)e (B-27)
This time the method of matched asymptotic expansions tells us that we 
must attempt to match a solution of the problem in the outer region with
4 $ )  * « : ( &
expressed correct to 0(ka) , that is
k
4ir ~  + iM cos 0 - kaj^o + ~"oI 0 2K2
iM cos 00 V n
A
+ iM cos 6^
+ lea
00 n
n=0 m=-n
7  U ) >lmn^ lca/ n (cos 0)e
im# (B-28)
We are now faced with another decision. What should we make g. ?
3 3Equation (B-7) indicates k a , but the matching condition (B-28) 
suggests ka , and since this is of lower order when ka 1 , we shall try
0gj = ka
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The equation for <{>G is then
V2 - 2iMV (ri cos 0) . V + = 0 (B 29)n u r\ ji i
which in accord xrith condition (B-8) has the general solution
iMq cos 0 .0 , (2) , im#A: h 2 (n)P (cos 0)elmn n n 0 (M2) (B-30)
n=0 m=-n
Correct to O(ka)
|)P (ka5) + ka<f>p (ka|") =■ 4^ { ^ + ika(M cos e - O ^  + ika ^  ^  AP
- ii T>m/ a\ im#^  " (2n)l V 008 6)0
2"n' »a5)n+'n=0 m=-n
{ £ i(M c°s 6- ° } - i,ta Z  Z  aL  a 1;1 Pn<cos 6)e,—  \ —   ^ x  v r i °  i / / T  x k .ci / / jhl.  --------------  --------------4 i r } n f j ro lran 2nn! nn+1
n=0 m=-n
Comparing this expression with (B-28) yields
A* = -  y—— , A* = 0 if n >  0 , A° -  - ~  + c o s  e n »100 4iTa s lmn * 100 4u | 0 2?
,0 imt? ik / ,  1 \ ^ 0 ' n
linll(cos 9)e = ' t a  / f e  I ^ T
m=-l \ 0/
and
AG = 0  for n L> 1 , lmn y
(B-31)
There remains a term
which is unmatched in expression (B-28). This will be accounted for at the 
next stage of the matching when a term
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, iMri cos 0 \  A0 (2), i.jiti. nN ini#kne > A, .h, (p)P (cos 0)e/ , 1ml 1 n
rn^ -l
1 2* k a
4ir
t o ' 4
Kr
e0n-
2lMk a 
4 tt 25;
0 •
S0r\‘
cos 0
occurs in the outer expansion. The first part of the latter expression 
has already been matched, of course, at the second stage.
Summing up, we have found that the acoustic velocity potential in 
the inner region is
ikx e___
4iTa
cos 0 COS 0O1 + iMka| 5 cos 0 + LEML- - ^  cos eQ
25 25n r
1 _IL_ P ( f o l l Y  
I f - f 0l H o n+l ^
(5^5)n,fli - ika + 0(lc2a2, M2)
(B-32)
and in the outer region is
ik i(KT+Mp cos 0) 
4 t t  e
hA2^(p) + ka
250/
[hi 2) (n) “ iMho2) (n) cos eo |
2 ? 9+ 0 (k a , M ) (B-33)
2If we ignore terms of O(Mlta) and 0(l/p ), and then restore the physical 
dimensions r = p/lc and r^ = , we recover equation (4.5.12),
remembering that
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To the same order, equation (B-33) is substantially the same as that
12 .produced by Crighton in section 4.1 of his paper . His analysis is much 
shorter than mine because it contains a number of shortcuts which, 
fortuitously perhaps, lead to the right answer. I have purposely avoided 
such shortcuts here since they can lead to mistakes if injudiciously 
applied. There is a fine example in the Appendix to Ref 12, where an 
understandable attempt to reduce the effort in solving case (ii) has led to 
an incorrect result. We shall discuss this matter further after producing 
our own solution using matched asymptotic expansions.
Since we have given a fairly detailed description of the workings of 
the matching method in case (i), our commentary for case (ii) will be much 
briefer. First we choose
I 0 /i \ ftg„ “ g = (ka)n
Then
|v2 - 2iMVn(n cos 0) . vn + l|<j>Q = - k6(n ~ ft0)
Hence, applying (B—17)
- i  ( | n~n | +Mnn cos  en) ® n
.! ■ .i-nc-.iktJ _«  + v  V   w. I -+■ ->•Ait | n - n.
0  n = 0  m = - n
Z  Y j Aomnhn2)(n)Pn(cos 9 ) ^ ^  + 0(M2)
-iruO+Mcos 0n) « n m i
ke 0 0 , V  V  .0 (2n)! n 8)e
f e  1 L  L  omi «  ka.O .n=0 m=-n
♦5 - I  I  A 5" + 5 + T  f e ”5
n = 0  m=-*n
E  Z  a L ( & )  p"<cos e> i m#e as  k a  +  0
n = 0  m= - n
Thus
-irin(l+M cos 0n)
A0 AI ke U AIA = 0 , Annn =  t----------  , and A = 0
omn 000 4 ^0 omn
for all n >  0 ,
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which leads to
~i| |n-n0 |-M(n cos 0-pQ cos e0)}
0 ke    + 0(M2)0 / i ft ft
and
4 ir|p  -  p Q |
<$>
-IPq O+M cos 6q )
I _ ke_______________
0 ~ 4irp0
I<j>^ satisfies (B-23) and (B-24), and so
Alinn
n=0 m=-n
(r n n -n-ltom, .5 + j - p y  5 ) V cos 0)eim#
implying
-iru (1+M cos 0A) 03 n0 0 ^ii . , ,1 ^  ke . , V  V  * I / p W ,  hnd>A + kad>. - —  + ka / ) A, {=— I P (cos 0)0 1 4ttti0 £_j lmn\ka/ n e0 n —n=0 m=-n
as ka ft 0
<f>° is a solution of (B-29) satisfying the radiation condition. Thus
iMp cos 0 .0 , (2), VT-m, A. im#(P)P^ (cos 0)e1 mn n n 0 (M2)
n=0 m=-n
-ipn (l+M cos 0 ) / ± ± ,
a a I o I n * / i \<j)A 4- ka<f), ~  ;  | 1 + iMri cos 0 + -----  {i * — \
0 1 4¥T1o no V W
n fin. . im#
. i*. > > A? -V ” ' M -_.Imn „n , n+1n 2 n! pn=0 m=-n
which, when matched with the inner solution gives
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Llmn - 0 ,
Ab Pm (cos 0)e'lm^ lml n
ke
-in0(l+M cos Oq ) -V • yu
iM cos 0 +
m=-l
— 6  * - I ion \  no / !
and A, = 0  for all n / 1 . Therefore lmn
-i{ |n~nn |-M(n cos 0-nn cos 0„)[
.0 . , ,0 ke U . n/«2nfe + kafe = —---------— — —  -------------  + 0(M )
4tt|ti - nQ |
and
-iruO+M cos 0 )
ji . , ii ke
*0 + k a + l = -------------4 ^ ------------- 1 + ka ( k + —Q  iM cos 8 f i + — )V 2? / V  \ "0/
The lengths of the expressions from here on get rapidly out of hand.
So let us make one last attempt to keep the analysis within sensible propor­
tions by assuming Dq ^  1 as Crighton did, and retain terms only of 
0(1/Uq ). This is equivalent to replacing the monopole source by an 
incident plane wave. The inner and outer expansions now simplify to
♦J + k a /
and
= B l + M cos 0 +
*+■ tei
V j
no5
A 0 a. 1 A 0fe + ka<j> j = Be
((un.n7nn)+Mn cos o) 0
u u + OQT)
where B =
Next
,0 iMn cos 0
*2 = 6
—iriQ (1+-M cos 0q) 
ke_______________
/iWr'o
oo n
Y j  Z  A°mn/ 2>(n)P” (cose)ei^ + 0(M2)
n=0 m=-n
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and hence
+0 + ka^ + k2a*A ~ B 1 + i  Mn cos 0 +
► > \ Hn • » Uirt -nr nQ . n
+ 2M — n cos 0> + 0 (M )
* ik2. 2 V ' f  Z  » .) !  8)6
im#
n= 0 m=-n 2 n!
(B-34)
I 2 2The equation for <J>2 , obtained by extracting the 0(k a ) term from (B-5)
is
r*2 , I 
V< 2 2MBV {£ cos 6 + 2
.f
- B + 0(M )
with, as usual,
= 0 on 5 = 1
The general solution to this equation satisfying the boundary condition is
= - B
—r2 . 5
{*  *  - T )  f e  V 2 5 / 0
cos 0 + ■
fe 2 
0 ‘ ^
1 1  * ; . ( « *  - r f r
n=0 m=~n
The term in curly brackets perhaps requires some explanation. It is simply 
the combination of a particular solution
f  » -  B
2ru
of the inhomogeneous Laplace equation
V2f = - B ,
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and the solution
L A l l ]  + _L
n05 j 35
of the homogeneous Laplace equation, which together satisfy the condition 
on the sphere.
At this stage we must match
(n0 . u  
2 5
,1 . . I . 2 2 .1!>q + ka4> j + k a <j>2 B< 1 + in  M cos 0 + 0 *
V
no • n Mn  cos 0
te te 2(nA . 0)
2n;
oo n
k V  Z  Z  AL  t e ) ”Pn(00S 0)eim*n=0 m=-n
x-rith (B -34 ), and comparing the two expressions we find rather conveniently 
that
A° = a ]  = 0 .2mn 2mn
The equation for <j)G is
Iv2 - 2iMV (q cos 0) . V + = 2iMV £°s -0. . V cf>°
I Tt B x] j  3 n 2q2 Tl 0
x<rhich has the solution
iM cos 8
2n2
Be
i ( ( n 0-n /n0)+Mn cos e] + eiMn cos 6
co n
Z Zn=0 m=~n
A0 t / 2^(n)Pm(cos 3mn n '  n 9)e
im#
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lleiU'O
J  ^, i.0  ^. 2 2 0 , 3 3 0(>q + kai}>j + k a ♦, + k a ^ ~ B I + i   + M n +  s~ | i'ua 0n0 \ 2n /
J  + k3a3\ °0 * " Mn + — =- — —V 2n / 0
fi *K 2(nn . rt) cos 0
2n
f i  - 4 - 3(ru • n)
6n;
+  +• 93 3\ <tu .n)z cos 02 + 0(M )2nr
u. m  3 3+ lk a .0 (2n)1 ra
_n. imt?P (cos 0)e
n--=U m=-n 3ran 2nn, n+1
  (B-35)
The equation for <d on the other hand is to 0(M)
V2<j>J = - 2iMBV (5 cos 6 + £ 2 ® - i
5 J H  25
( F . ? ) 2\ v J _ o _ L  4 2 + _2_\
) i  2n252 V  35/ 95 35
- iB^ i? t ? ) h s 9 + V
The solution to this which satisfies
95 = 0 on 5 = 1
is
to iMB 5^ cos 9 +
cos
25'
j _  + j_3 3595 *
- iB
*4“ O —4" >4» ^ -4- —4- >4>
(n 0 • £ )  n 0 • K ( n Q . O  3 n Q . 5 3 n Q . 5 + ——  - •— ——  — ....—  + —
6n0
4n05 8n357 40n055 20n053
oo n
E  E  * U ‘ “ * F T T  » • "
n=0 m=~n
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Thus
+ k u ^ j  +  I  a f ,  *  k  «  ^ ,, j|„. t V  L  „, v "2n / V
\ 1 / V
(in • 8) A 3
c o s  0  - 2n
k  a "  
2  3 n
. k 3 a 3 ]  < %  * ^  „ iM k 3 a 3 c o s  0 . %  ’ n )  , - , 3 3  " 0
-  lM  n  +  ----- s-|   s —  c o s  0 -------------- s----------------- i   s----- +  i k  a1 I 22n / 2nf 6n,
nQ • n
X  X  * U c ) V  e>'
ins?
n = 0  m = -n
which when compared with (B-35) yields
te tenA . n
A1 = 0 A° = 11 V  A° Pm (cos 6)eim5 = S  ] 0 _3mn ’ 300 3 ’ £  3ml P  ; 2 nQil
m=-l
and
AG = 0  for all n >  13mn
At last we have found the lowest order contribution to the scattered 
acoustic velocity potential which is
. „ ijkT-rto(1+M cos 0A)f r -+ te-
_ k a e iMn cos 0 / i ^ (2) , . 1 , (2) . 0O * 11 1
fe ~ „ ------4 ^ ~ ~  6 J 3" 0 2* 1 00 “v M  '
  (B-36)
It is interesting that a term
3 3 / n0 0 11 M cos 0
lBk 3 1 s ^ r " “ t-
remains unmatched from the inner expansion, which is similar to what 
happened when the scattered acoustic velocity potential first appeared in 
the outer region in case (i). As before the mismatch is resolved at the 
following stage when the expression
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! -y -yi ,.(2) , s . 1 n0 - n
3" o x  i (rl) 7 7 -
will be expanded to give
3 3 iBk a 3n
1
-y
v
to­
ri f n0 . n M cos 0
2n2 V  1 4n0n 3
1  + iM <a  + i p -  +
v.4 A
 
A
i ‘ COS 03 + 3 + \2n 4/ V
+ higher order terms
AL • * •If we ignore terms of 0 (1/n ) in (B-36), so deriving the far- 
field form of (j)^ , we find after restoring physical dimensions that
ik jx-r (1-M cos 0)~rn(l+M cos 0-.)| « „ / -+ ■+■
> ________U U lc a /1 ; 1 r 0 * r
4iTr krrt [ 3 2 r„r0 0
which is in accord with (4.5.11) to 0(1/kr^) . The incident parts of 
however do not agree because the order of the limiting operations 
kr -> ro and kr  ^->. ro affects the final approximation to
-ik|r-r|
i -+■ -yr - r,.
which is part of the more accurate expression for the incident acoustic 
velocity potential.
It is indeed gratifying that, after the lengthy analysis we have just
been through, we get virtually the same result for case (ii) as obtained
for much less effort in section 4.5, The fact that we do so means that we
12cannot agree with Crighton’s answer in the Appendix to his paper . His 
mistake can be traced to the boundary condition (identified by (A6) in 
Ref 12) he applies on the sphere. He attempts to balance the normal 
derivative of <J> against that of the incident acoustic velocity potential 
<Jk  , but fails to take into account the differences which exist between the 
expansions of <j>^ valid in the inner and the outer regions. Putting it 
another way, his expansion (Al) of the incident acoustic velocity potential 
does not satisfy equation (B-5), which should govern both cj>^ and 4>s in
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the inner region, to the order required at each stage for the correct
2 2development of the series (B-9). For example the 0(k a ) term in (Al), 
which in my notation would be
i 2 2.0 1 . 2 2-2 2./ a ^ »x2a i2 ~ ~ T  a cos 0(cos 6q + M) ,
satisfies to 0(M) the equation
vc*i2 = 2iMV  cos 6 1 vtoi '  too ■
<{>?j being equal to i£ cos 0 (cos 0q + M) and (j)?^ to 1, whereas it 
should be a solution of
v?to ■ 2iMV5(5 cos 6 + ^ p r ) • v f  ■ to
(as the scattered acoustic velocity potential is presumed to be) if
is to be inserted directly into the second of the boundary conditions (A6)
which expresses the fact that
8toa *1235 35 on 5 - 1 .
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Fig 21 Far -  f i e l d  d i r e c t i o n  of r a y s  p ass ing  t h r o u g h  
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Fig 22 Far f ie ld  d i rec t ion  of rays p ass ing  through rotat ing 
region plotted a g a in s t  th e i r  i n i t ia l  direction
Fig 23
Listener at rest relative to the m e d i u m  
( Xs x - M  (x -Xq ))
Fig 23 E m is s io n  t im e  versus reception t im e coordinates
( see sect ion 4.5 )
